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Visa’s Former MD Joins
Payments and ID Blockchain
Platform Nuggets
Kevin Jenkins, the former Managing Director
of Visa, has joined the board of blockchain
payments and identity brand Nuggets. In
a major coup for the fast-growing British
company, Jenkins has signed on as a Non-Executive Director, bringing years of invaluable
experience to the team.
Nuggets has already been making dramatically rapid progress in the worldwide
payments area, especially recently in China.
As the platform rolls out across the globe,
Jenkins’ considerable expertise looks set to
accelerate that progress even further.
Alastair Johnson, founder and CEO of Nuggets, said: “Kevin is a true payments pioneer,
with an amazing reputation for establishing
partnerships with financial Institutions, technology partners, retailers and e-commerce
providers.
“He’ll help us build the relationships we
need to roll out the product as quickly as
possible. We’re thrilled that, after so long
working on customer payment journeys
at Visa, Kevin will be helping us bring even

Starling launches
UK’s first Bankingas-a-Platform offer
Starling, a new-generation digital bank, is
launching its Banking-as-a-Platform APIs to
allow businesses to offer their own unique
retail banking payments services, including
card issuing as an API.
Starling’s pioneering Banking-as-a-Platform offer enables businesses – including
retailers, brands and fintechs - to develop
and scale new customised products, such as
savings or current accounts and debit cards,
quickly and efficiently without the need for
long development lead-times and complex
legal arrangements. They can pick and
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more fundamental and exciting change to
the way people manage payments and ID.”
Having held leadership roles at both Visa
and Mastercard, Jenkins has long-standing
experience of pioneering digital innovations
within regulated environments, managing
governance changes, and enhancing customer payments journeys in the physical and
digital world. Under his leadership at Visa,
the brand was used to spend over £1 in every
£3 in the UK. He also drove the adoption of
contactless payments for UK merchants. The
successful partnership with TFL has led to
more than a billion contactless journeys and
more than 40% of all pay-as-you-go London
transport journeys a day.
Kevin Jenkins said: “The current model of
businesses holding personal information
is broken. I’m convinced that every stakeholder in the payments ecosystem, from
customers to retailers, will embrace Nuggets.
I’m incredibly excited to be part of a genuine
revolution.” The Nuggets Alpha for iOS and
Android is now live.
choose individual components, or product
features from Starling. Because they are
using Starling’s banking licence, they do not
need to become a regulated entity – customers will be opening Starling accounts.
Starling’s first Banking-as-a-Platform
partnership is with Raisin UK, the online
savings marketplace that allows customers
to pick the best savings deals on the market
to meet their individual needs. The deal
will enable Raisin UK to use Starling’s APIs
to open accounts for each customer, collect
their deposits and place them at their
expanding network of partner banks that
participate in its marketplace.
The strategic partnership will, over time,
also enable existing Starling customers to
benefit from Raisin UK partner bank offers
through Starling’s own marketplace.
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Blockchain will
enable banks to
save more than
$27b by 2030
A new study from Juniper Research has
found that blockchain deployments will enable banks to realise savings on cross-border
settlement transactions of more than $27b
by the end of 2030, reducing costs by more
than 11% per on-chain transaction.
According to the research, The Future of
Blockchain: Key Vertical Opportunities &
Deployment Strategies 2018-2030, banks
that integrate blockchain will achieve cost reductions not just in payment processing and
reconciliation, but in treasury operations and
compliance. Indeed, the research argued that
in compliance, automation of identity and
money-laundering checks, allied to capability
of the blockchain to verify the digital identity
of an individual, should enable savings of up
to 50% of the existing costs base within a few
years. However, the research cautioned that
the need to parallel-run blockchain-based
services with legacy systems would mean
that savings would not be realised for several
years after initial deployment, with annual
cost reductions not reaching $1b per annum
until 2024.
Anne Boden, chief executive of Starling
Bank, said: “Platform strategies have taken
off in many other industries, with Airbnb,
Uber and Apple becoming major players in
the markets for accommodation, transport
and music and yet owning no properties,
vehicles or content themselves. As a new
generation digital bank, Starling is now
bringing the model to UK banking, enabling other businesses to build banking
services on top of its own-label banking
infrastructure.”
Starling’s API can be implemented with just
a few lines of code. Starling Bank is directly
connected to major payment schemes,
including Faster Payments, SEPA, Bacs, and
MasterCard Debit.

The world’s first
global forecast
on Multi-Access
Point WiFi
Rethink Technology Research, a research and
analyst company focusing on video networks, OTT, Pay TV and Broadband, has released a new Multi-AP five-year forecast “The
Multi-AP WiFi revolution: How WiFi jumps
10X and takes over the world,” forecasting
how by 2023 Cloud management software
will control 658 million WiFi homes, with
software worth $346m. Separately by 2023
some 364 million of those homes will have
more than a single Access Point cooperating
to create a home WiFi network.
The outcome will lead to a savage reinstatement of operator controlled WiFi, making
huge dents in the WiFi retail market, and it
will shift the broadband market control to a
new class of “early adopter” specialist WiFi
player. “We expect some parts of the home
to enjoy 1 Gbps to 2 Gbps in one of the most
rapid consumer technology rollouts ever,”
researchers highlight.
What consumers will notice is that WiFi will
become more reliable as operators prepare
for the 1 Gbps broadband market by improving their WiFi throughput. Many will do this
as 802.11AX devices come on stream in the
coming 2 to 3 years.
This revolution is raging quietly through
the world’s broadband operators – with the
potential to upgrade many of the 1 billion
homes with Home Gateway and Cloud
software, which will turn operator controlled
WiFi into a kind of Super WiFi. In fact, not
only are the world’s broadband operators at
it, some DTH operators with no broadband
pipe are hijacking WiFi to turn it to their own
purposes – so everyone is getting in on this.
Already today there are 46 million homes
that have some kind of managed WiFi and
16.8 million Multi-AP installs, but this will
grow some 20-fold over the forecast period.
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Time for challengers
Fintech is one of the world’s most
dynamically-expanding industries, when
ranked according to the capital sums invested.
Statistics from KPMG show $100 billion
dollars of investment in fintech between
2013 and 2106. This industry is set to change
the appearance of traditional finance, using
some of the crucial values in today’s modern
world – open-source, APIs and transparency.
Thanks to these values, fintech can leverage
the maximum from integration and
interaction with established brands, so that
the finance industry could change away from
the view that we have of it currently.
The key to these ongoing changes is not
protocols or new legislation requirements on
the use of client data. Instead, it is in an exit
from monopoly rules, in favor of embracing
an open, competitive market in which
bonuses will go to those able to excel in
things that others do worse. This revolution
in the paradigms of the financial world won’t
come easily. The monopolies (or monoliths)
will fight to the last gasp. Yet progress will
nevertheless sweep away these dictatorial
organisations – which are stuck in the past
century, and unable to envisage the new path
that leads to an open-source world of apps,
APIs, and analytics.
Those with the desire and ability to adopt the
new playing-field and its new world will be
able to secure new roles and their own place
for themselves in the market.
In his book Digital Human, Chris Skinner
writes “today’s world is one where PayPal
is worth three Deutsche Banks, where Ant
Financial is one of the largest financial firms
in the world (valuation $60 billion) and
where Stripe has risen from nowhere to be
a challenger. The only standout bank is the
world’s most valuable bank, JPMorgan Chase.
Its market capitalisation of $245 billion is
pretty impressive. But let’s set that against
Stripe, a seven-year-old company at the time
of publication (2018 year). Stripe was valued
at $5 billion in 2015 but has grown up a lot
more since then. It has expanded into Asia
and gained investment from Sumitomo
Mitsui, the largest Japanese credit card
provider. Based on that development, its
valuation almost doubled within a year to

We live in the world where ten-year-old bank-challengers generate value dozens
of times higher than established brands with a 200-years history. Where the
central role of banks in the existing ‘financial universe’ is under challenge, and the
open-source paradigm is becoming the prominent method for corporates and
individuals. The monoliths, or established financial brands, still play the vital
role, but their business effectiveness is drastically decreasing under the pressure of
growing disruptors.
$9.2 billion. After five years, Stripe’s staff of
400 was generating $22 million of value per
employee. JPMorgan’s 219-year history (est.
1799) and 235,000 employees has given it
the ability, as the most valuable bank in the
world, to generate just over $1 million in
value per employee”.
In these terms, today’s established financial
brands have no need to waste their efforts
on becoming tech companies, developing
everything themselves, and doing it all on
their own. Instead, they should be finding
those who do just one thing, but do it
better than anyone else on the market – and
collaborate. The era of collaborations has
dawned. Interaction between startups and
established brands is the name of the game
today.

Economics and customer behaviour
shifts
When analysing the changes in the financial
markets, we could conclude that the role
of banks is drastically transforming. That
happens under the pressure of economics
and customer experience shifts.
Let’s consider how traditional banks proprietary product providers - make money
at the moment. Today, retail banks earn their
profits from the margin on savings and loans,
from cross-selling to deposit account holders
and from fees and charges for overdrafts and
borrowings. However, as more specialised
digital providers of these products and
services appear, the profit margins of the
banks stand to suffer as a result and the
banks will have to change their role to that of
marketplace owners, not monoliths

same time, the traditional ‘retail and SME’
will remain to target economic customers –
those from whom one makes a profit, rather
than losing money. Utility banking will be a
‘new P&L’ in the bank where they sell their
‘Payment and Licensing rails’ via distribution
platforms like Railsbank”. The fact is that
utility banking already exists in China, where
banks are a utility to WeChat and other social
media platforms. That was caused by the fact
that retail banks didn’t really exist in China.
“Banks in China were for distribution of
central party funds,” Verdon notes.

From ‘geocentric’ to ‘heliocentric’
model
As we can see, the role of banks in the
existing financial ecosystem is not a central
one anymore. Leading thinking on this is
the QED Investors (the fund of Nigel Morris,
founder of Capital One), with an interesting
theory called the ‘Copernican Revolution’.
According to Wiki, historically, the
Copernican Revolution was the paradigm
shift from the Ptolemaic model of the
heavens, which described the cosmos as
having Earth stationary at the centre of the
universe, to the heliocentric model with
the Sun at the centre of the Solar System.
Beginning with the publication of Nicolaus
Copernicus’s ‘De revolutionibus orbium
coelestium’, contributions to the ‘revolution’
continued, until finally ending with Isaac
Newton’s work over a century later.
The newest application of the Copernican
Revolution to the modern financial world

was represented by Frank Rotman, Founding
Partner at QED Investors, as “The Copernican
Revolution in Banking”. This concept is based
on the aftermath of Copernicus’ statement
that the Earth moves around the Sun. Nothing
in the physical world changed as a result of
this statement, and yet everything changed
about our understanding of the world. “What
Copernicus did was take the existing a priori
concept of the world (geocentrism) and pose
an alternative a priori concept of the world
(heliocentrism). Both fit the facts, but the new
world view allowed for innovation (Kepler,
Einstein, etc), while the old world view had
stagnated after 1,500 years and had hit a dead
end,” Frank Rotman argues.
According to Frank Rotman, The ‘Geocentric
Model’ of Banking consists of the following
principles: banks must manage a complete
suite of banking products (core banking,
lending, payments, wealth management,
etc.); banks must serve all clients (consumer,
SME, and corporate) through all channels branch, online, telephone, mobile, etc.. The
‘Geocentric Model’ of Banking produced
solid economic returns for many years, but
this is no longer true (see the picture Banking
return on average equity in the U.S.).
“It’s easy to blame all of the banking
ecosystem’s problems on increased
regulatory scrutiny and capital requirements,
but there is a profound shift occurring
that can’t be ignored. Armed with more
information, consumers increasingly shop
and banking products are no exception.
Full transparency enables rational decision-

Nigel Verdon, CEO and co-founder at
RailsBank, predicts in a future shift to so called
‘utility banking’ - a bank offering wholesale
access to its core platform, regulatory licenses,
on-boarding, payments / cards infrastructure
to third parties like fintech companies via
API platforms (e.g. Railsbank) or via their
own APIs. “Basic retail current accounts do
not make money nor do cross border SMEs
in banks in G10 countries. Customers do not
want to use bank apps because they live their
life in social media and don’t care how good
that bank app is. Therefore, there is likely to
be a structural shift to ‘utility banking. At the
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making by consumers. Thus, the big
question every business needs to ask itself:
If a rational consumer were armed with
perfect information, would they choose
my product?” a founding partner at QED
Investors asks. It’s impossible to believe that
all banks are adequately resourced to deliver
a complete suite of best-in-class products.
Share will increasingly become concentrated
in the hands of best-in-class product providers
as channel barriers fall and information
becomes more abundant. The time is right for
banks to take a ‘Copernican Leap’: be willing
to offer your best products and capabilities
to other institutions’ customers; be willing to
replace non-core products and capabilities
with best-in-class offerings from third parties.
In this new world, four types of players will
emerge, Rotman believes:

with efficient and scalable operations.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a good
analogy for how Transactional Banks that
specialise in specific service layers and core
functionality could emerge. AWS also serves
as a great proof point that well-managed
back-end functionality can generate a giant
profit pool. AWS has centralised 1MM+
cost centres into one giant profit centre.
Transactional Banks can do the same in the
Banking world.

GENPOP BANKS

VERTICAL BANKS

abundance of finance-focused venture capital.

Vertical banks serve specific segments vs
the general population. Focus on a single
segment (agriculture bank, SME bank etc.)
allows for the curation of a best-in-class suite
of products and tailored customer experience.
Vertical banks will be very disruptive to the
banking ecosystem. They will dominate a
segment by offering a small number of worldclass products that are hyper-focused on the
segment’s needs.

Perfecting the existing approaches
to analysing big data using AI, and
machine learning, there will be a parallel
implementation and distribution of what’s
being touted as the Semantic Web – or the
Conscious Internet – alongside wheeling out
such new institution as the Semantic Bank
of the Future, Chris Skinner predicts. It might
happen in the next 20-30 years.

Genpop banks serve the general population
with a broad suite of products. There are
many full-service banks and credit unions
today, most of which are too small to deliver
a suite of products profitably. What if the
5,000+ banking institutions substituted

Key characteristics: Curated offering of
products (own and third party) that are
tailored to the segment’s needs.

NON-BANK PLAYERS
Non-bank players will be able to distribute
banking products manufactured by the
transactional banks.

TRANSACTIONAL BANKS

their current offerings with third-party bestin-class products and infrastructure?

Transactional Banks manufacture white-label
versions of specific products and services.

Key characteristics: Complete suite of
products (own and third party) that cater to
the general population.

Key characteristics: Legal right and skills to
manufacture best-in-class products, paired

Key characteristics: Massive base of engaged
customers.

Diversification and more choice for
customers
According to Frank Rotman and other
experts, the future of retail banking will
definitely see a diversification of business
models. “We are seeing the emergence of
new business models that use technology
to innovate in distribution, user experience,
and pricing. However, very few of these
business models seek to completely replace
traditional retail lenders, instead they’re likely
to be complementary. This is good news
for customers, with more choice than ever
before, and good news for banks, which will
have a broader canvas to play on, with more
opportunities for differentiation,” Alex Park,
Director Digital at Metro Bank comments.
Park believes that a major driver for the above
mentioned transformation will be the rise
of ‘connected banking’, fuelled by fintechfriendly regulation, API proliferation and the
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The fintech industry has been growing at
a dizzying rate in the last few years, with
billions of dollars of investment streaming in.
Perhaps as a result, it seems more and more
challenger banks, peer-to-peer lending apps,
innovative payment systems and exciting new
ways to save money are popping up on a near
daily basis. But where is all of this innovation
coming from? Is it really young mavericks in
their hipster offices, or is it actually established
players within the industry that are driving
change?
Like our headline suggests, it’s a bit of a David
and Goliath situation - one is agile, young and
fast, whereas the other is big and powerful,
but slow. In the biblical story, as we all know,
David came out triumphant. In the battle for
the financial industry, however, the outcome
may not be as straightforward.

“By their very nature, banks collect more
customer data than almost any other entity,
which represents a significant opportunity
when it comes to ‘big data’. However,
consumer-ready AI remains much more
limited and immature than contemporary
hype lets-on,” Alex Park argues. At the same
time, banks keeping on the strategy of using
machine learning and AI to gain a far deeper
knowledge of customers’ financial lifestyle
and habits, integrating financial data with
contextual and social data, have a great
opportunity to save their leading market
positioning.

While there is no shortage of startups founded
and operated by graduates with a vision,
it is actually people with a long history in
traditional finance that are launching the
most successful and interesting companies.
The CEOs of Starling, Atom and Revolut
have all held key positions in top old-world
financial institutions (RBA, Lehman Brothers,
AIB and HSBC, to give a few examples). In the
case of some, like Revolut’s Nik Storonsky,
his experience of the shortfalls of traditional
banking is what drove him to create an
alternative. He’s been quoted as saying that
traditional banks are “living in the past” and,
when asked why he chose to base his new
company at Level39, positioned at the centre
of London’s banking and finance world, he
replied simply - “eat what you kill”.

In the future, banks will not be limited to
merely clinging onto their client-base or
producing half-baked solutions for their
customers – but will instead curate of a
thousand apps and APIs, as well as securing
funds reliably, and digital assets. They will
also create and own numerous fintech
marketplaces.

While safety and security are still important
to customers, efficiency, ease and speed of
access and, crucially, transparency and choice
are now arguably more of a deciding factor. A
recent study by Network Research found that
7 out of 10 UK consumers are open to trying
new financial brands, while a third would
consider a disruptor brand.

Those incumbents who do not grow into
these new roles will be uncompetitive
technologically in an open sourced and
fully digitalised ‘financial universe’, and are
unlikely to survive the revolution.

These changing priorities are driving the
change in the way people use financial
services and the way in which banks will
have to adapt in order to survive. In future,
banks will no longer be monoliths, jealously
guarding their core systems and insisting on
doing everything themselves. Whether they
like it or not, traditional banks will have to
open the doors to their sacred inner sanctum
and work with a system built on the principle
of open-source and API sharing. They will

Source: The Copernican Revolution in Banking presentation by Frank Rotman

Source: The Copernican Revolution in Banking presentation by Frank Rotman
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When someone says fintech, the image in many people’s minds is of three 22 year-olds seating
in an office that should really be a broom cupboard in Shoreditch, probably with a designer dog
napping under one of the desks, all drinking espressos out of a coffee machine that costs more
than their rent and saying words like ‘synergy’ and ‘dynamic’ a lot. But does that image have
anything to do with reality? The short answer is no.
eventually become a marketplace of third
party apps, where customers can choose the
services best suited to their needs from a range
of third-party providers (otherwise known as
plug-and-play), gaining access to innovative,
bespoke services, while safe in the knowledge
they are backed by the bank’s security and
trust.
Chris Skinner explains this best in his
book Digital Human - “A growing number
of financial marketplaces are appearing:
lending marketplaces, credit marketplaces,
payments marketplaces and more. Consider
a marketplace to be the bazaar. Market
stallholders gather to meet with prospective
clients, and the digital version of the
marketplace is the focal point for many
FinTech start-ups because they can create
stalls here that become major technology
businesses like Stripe and Square. Banks have
to think differently. Banks have the regulatory
licence to be marketplace owners, enabling
them to create the spaces for the new players
and startups to move into. As a marketplace
owner, the bank does not provide all the
products and does not run the stalls. It just
owns the space where a stallholder offers their
goods and services and they can charge the
market stallholder a fee to be in their space. It’s
a good space to be.”
Unsurprisingly perhaps, the first bank to
enter this arena is a challenger bank - Starling.
Founded in 2014, Starling recently launched
the first Banking-as-a-Platform venture in the
UK. This move allows businesses to offer their
own unique retail banking payments services,
including card issuing, as an API through the
Starling system. Anne Boden, CEO of Starling
Bank, said: “Platform strategies have taken off
in many other industries, with Airbnb, Uber
and Apple becoming major players in the
markets for accommodation, transport and
music and yet owning no properties, vehicles
or content themselves. As a new generation
digital bank, Starling is now bringing the
model to UK banking, enabling other
businesses to build banking services on top of
its own-label banking infrastructure.”
Of course, this is not as straightforward as it
sounds. The reason Starling beat all of the old
institutions to the punch is likely because it
is not sitting on a 50 year old core operating
system, which has been added to over the
years and is now essentially a maze of
interlinked functions, where the failure of one
part can bring the entire system crashing. Most
traditional financial institutions use COBOL as

their core operating system - in fact, according
to Reuters and the International COBOL
Survey Report, 43 percent of banking systems
are built on this language, 95 percent of ATM
swipes rely on COBOL code and 220b lines of
it are in use today.
Unfortunately, COBOL is an ancient system
(in tech terms) that simply cannot withstand
the level of digitisation required for optimal
operations within financial services today.
Over the years, rather than upgrade the
system, most banks have simply been
adding elements to it, to supports things like
ATM transactions and credit and debit card
payments. The result is a bunch of siloed code
pockets that do not support AI and machine
learning intelligence and that will be very
difficult, if not impossible, to take apart and
rebuild. We’re talking billions of dollars and
years of work. Is it any wonder banks are not
raring to go? It works, so why change it? The
likely scenario is that they will be forced to,
however, not just by the customers’ changing
needs, but by regulators, who will required
them to provide real-time data using APIs and
third party connectivity.
But it’s not just the technical challenge that
presents a barrier to banks adopting shifting
priorities. Mindsets would also need to be
changed. As mentioned, banks loath ceding
control of their systems and, naturally, are
averse to taking risks. “I think most bankers
were stuck in the vacuum of not being able to
change the bank and not being able to replace
core systems. Instead they were just twiddling
their thumbs while watching all these startup
marketplaces and saying, ‘Oh look! There’s a
FinTech start-up that does what we do. Let’s
watch it.’
Fast-forward a few years and they are still
watching it and saying, ‘Oh look! That
start-up has got quite big. Interesting!’ Then
they go back to doing what they’ve always
done, whinging about legacy systems and
wondering why the regulator is always on
their case.
Then they look around again and say, ‘Oh!
That start-up is now a bit of a threat. Let’s go
buy it.’ To which the start-up replies, ‘Get lost!
I’m too big to mess with now!’” Chris Skinner
writes.
That said, the incumbent banks will not really
need to reinvent the wheel in their attempt
to modernise. Crucially, they have quite a few
important elements that startups don’t, like an

existing customer base and extensive capital.
Rather than try to compete with the agile and
fast-thinking startups, they need to join forces
with them. Of course, this is already starting
to happen now, with new incumbent-startup
collaborations announced regularly, such
as the recent partnership between Barclays
and online invoice financing platform,
MarketInvoice. This is the key to the big banks
surviving the coming age of digitisation and
open source banking, and the way in which
they will become the financial services
bazaars discussed above. The management
of this will be done through AI and machine
learning, with the banks using analytics to
learn the customer’s financial history and
behaviour and, through that, predict future
financial needs.
Ultimately, the core solution to the standoff is
actually for traditional financial institutions to
not look at the space as a battle, but rather to
work together with startups to create a better
service for customers, which, really, is the most
important thing. When the customers leave,
that’s when the house of cards crumbles.
While their income will have to come from
different sources than it does now, banks
will still do better than if they insist on doing
everything themselves. For this, core operating
systems and, crucially, attitudes will need to
be worked on, but some banks are already
making steps in this direction.
As for us, the consumers, the future of banking
looks to be full of fast, efficient processes and
an exciting choice of bespoke services to cater
to our every whim. We, for one, definitely like
the sound of that!
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Joel Perlman
Co-founder, OakNorth

In March of this year, OakNorth became the first digitalfocused challenger bank in the UK to report an annual
profit (£10.6m pre-tax after its full second year of operation,
for the curious). Joel Perlman shared with us his opinion on
the future of the financial industry, and who will win the
race for innovation.

Traditional financial institutions often rely on
fintech startup acquisition to keep up with
innovation. Why do you think that is? Is creativity
exclusively start-up?
The world’s largest tech companies have proven that
creativity isn’t exclusively for start-ups. I think traditional
financial institutions are more than capable of innovating,
but there are a number of factors that hold them back:
their legacy IT systems, which mean that any changes will
be extremely costly and time-consuming; the regulatory
barriers they face as systemically important financial
institutions; and finally but most importantly, customer
inertia, which means they don’t really need to spend time
on innovating because the majority of customers are
willing to stay with them even if it means lower rates, less
transparent processes, and longer transaction times.

Are the odds stacked unfavourably against startups?
Banks have more resources, but startups move
better in the digital space. Which do you think has
more staying power?
Of course the odds are stacked unfavourably against
startups, but that doesn’t mean they can’t succeed or make
a significant dent in their industry. The large, high-street
banks have been around for hundreds of years and they’ll
still be around in hundreds of years, but what I think will
have changed is the consumer’s behaviour towards them.
The majority of consumers and businesses still treat their
bank as a one-stop shop, keeping most of their financial
products with just one institution, rather than shopping
around for the best products and services for their needs.
In the future, I think what we’ll see is a lot more individuals
and businesses banking with multiple providers – they
might have their current account with one, their savings
account with another, go to another for a loan, another for a
credit card, and so on.

There is a school of thought that banks are behind
the ‘campaign’ to make the population believe
we all want and need financial services to be fully
digitised, but that, in fact, will mostly benefit the
banks themselves (as they will be able to cut costs
by closing branches and services). What do you
think about that?
Digitisation can of course be hugely beneficial to both the
banks and their customers, but it depends on who their
customers are. For elderly people who don’t necessarily
have access to a computer or smartphone, the ability to do
their banking in a branch is essential. Equally, for people
who might live in remote areas with poor broadband
speeds, online or app-based banking might not be a good
fit for them - phone banking would be better. If banks want
to appeal to all customers, then they need to offer a broad
array of ways in which to bank with them – online, phone,
app, in-branch, etc.
At OakNorth, some products and services are fully digitised,
while others rely on people for a portion of the process. For
example, the process of opening a business or individual
savings account with us is fully digitised, and the entire
function is managed by only three people. For our lending
products however, while we use technology to make the
process faster, more efficient and more robust, we give
every borrower the chance to meet a Credit Committee
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(the decision makers) and discuss their borrowing needs
directly with them. As such, people play a vital role in the
process, and will ultimately make the lending decision,
not a computer.

A lot of fintech founders are ex-bankers. Do you
need the killer instinct (and, crucially, connections)
that a career in traditional finance often brings
with it to succeed in the space?
My business partner, Rishi Khosla, and I are fintech
founders but we’re not ex-bankers. We’re entrepreneurs
and it was our experience of trying to raise capital for
our first business (Copal Amba – now part of Moody’s
Corporation) that gave us the inspiration to launch
OakNorth and ACORN machine. Our background as
entrepreneurs has enabled us to build a proposition that
appeals to other entrepreneurs and develop a competitive
advantage over high-street banks that are run by bankers.
While a killer instinct and connections can be very useful,
there are several other traits and factors that contribute
to success – in our view, hunger is the most important,
and often most overlooked, asset for any entrepreneur.
Hunger is what gives an entrepreneur the illogical
conviction and fiery eye that makes an investor invest
in his or her company on the spot. It’s the only secret
hiding in plain daylight behind most of today’s most
successful entrepreneurs—not their originality, not their
connections, not their killer instinct, not their ideas, not
their passion, but their hunger.

‘Our fintechs
are our
biggest
success’
Gus Macfarlane
COO Global Innovation, Barclays

Barclays is the oldest British bank, having first been
registered in 1690. Gus Macfarlane told us about how the
ancient institution is keeping up with the times and staying
innovative.

With over three years now since Barclays launched
Rise, what do you consider has been its biggest
success so far?
I am passionate about innovation and I am passionate
about what we do at Rise. Rise would not exist without
its members. The fintechs who are part of Rise are our
biggest success, with many of them going from strength to
strength, such as Cutover, Simudyne, Judopay, Bank Novo
and SigmaRatings to name but a few. Our Rise fintech hubs
in London, New York, Mumbai, Tel Aviv and Vilnius have
provided the perfect environment for these companies to
connect, create and scale alongside Barclays colleagues,
clients, partners and investor communities.

A lot of fintech founders are ex-bankers. Do you
need the killer instinct (and, crucially, connections)
that a career in traditional finance often brings with
it, in order to succeed in the space?
I believe that you can come from anywhere. As long as
you have the right idea, the right attitude, you get the right
team and anything is possible. I think there will always
be innovative, ideas driven, dynamic people that build
startups, they are essential to driving progress.

Are the odds stacked unfavourably against startups?
Banks have more resources, but startups move
better in the digital space. Which do you think has
more staying power?
For me working together is the best solution for both
parties, startups’ ideation, speed, talent and agility, with the
bank’s deep rooted expansive knowledge, trust, security
and infrastructure. Layering up cutting edge technology,
we can bring new innovative products to market at a
lower cost and a faster pace. This is one of the reasons why
we developed Rise - we are set up to help, mentor and

REGISTER NOW AND SAVE £300 WITH
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knowledge share. I believe passion takes us forward.

Barclays is the oldest British bank, having first been
registered in 1690. What do you think is the key to
your longevity?
Throughout its 327 year history, Barclays has been a
company that makes bold moves at the forefront of
innovation. We were one of the first investors in the UK rail
network and we installed the first ATM machine. When
business culture was male dominated, we appointed the
first female branch manager. Our ability to embrace and
shape change is key to our longevity, past, present, and
future.

What has been the biggest obstacle to innovation
that Barclays has faced so far?
Speed of implementation. There are many fantastic
innovative products and services being developed and
great opportunities that we want to get to our customers as
quickly as possible.

What’s the future innovation plan for Barclays?
The future of innovation is twofold - better understanding
of what our customers want, need and expect from us.
We balance this with our plan to continue to focus on
generating growth for the company through delivering
greater value for the money we spend, supporting the
business entities and bringing new opportunities into the
bank. Our aim is to embed a culture of innovation across all
areas of the bank.
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‘Growth is
a doubleedged
sword’
Rudolf Medvedev
Founder & CEO, Ternion

Ternion is a licensed platform aiming to bridge traditional
finance with the world of cryptocurrencies. Rudolph
Medvedev shared his thoughts on the future of financial
innovation with us.

Do you think traditional financial companies will
ever get so innovative and tech-savvy that they
will eradicate the young, disruptive startup culture
altogether?

I think that will never happen due to the fact that growth
is a double-edged sword: it is a big plus and a huge
disadvantage at the same time. A small startup that rapidly
grows becomes a slow elephant and slows downs on
the innovation front. We hear the same being said about
corporations that have sprung from a ground: now they
bring less innovations to the market. And they are mainly
focused on acquisitions, rather than on development from
scratch.

A lot of fintech founders are ex-bankers. Do you
need the killer instinct (and, crucially, connections)
that a career in traditional finance often brings with
it, in order to succeed in the space?
A bank is a place that you need to go through in terms of
acquiring discipline and understating operations. It teaches
you about the importance and fundamentals of structure.
Those who have a banking background have drawn
necessary conclusions that are applicable in the fintech
sphere. It is not a necessary condition, but it brings you
useful experience.

Are the odds stacked unfavourably against startups?
Banks have more resources, but startups move
better in the digital space. Which do you think has
more staying power?
Coexistence is the key. Banks and startups need and
complement each other. Both have their own niches
and they will not replace each other. That’s why we have
business incubators for startups. People are looking at how
they can turn a $5,000 investment into a $500,000 one with
incubation.
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TO GET INVESTMENT, YOU HAVE
TO HUNT AS A PACK
INTERVIEW BY
KATIA LANG
Editor-In-Chief

Sitting on the 39th floor of One Canada Square, at the heart of London’s
financial centre, Level39 (see what they did there?) is a thriving fintech
community. We chatted to Ben Brabyn, the man running the show,
about the benefits resident startups gain and why we shouldn’t call it an
accelerator.

Picture:
Ben Brabyn

Let’s start at the beginning, how did you end up
heading Level39?

That’s a pretty remarkable switch! How did that
shift happen?

I think are one of the massive untapped resources in the UK
economy - I pointed out that I’ve gone through 15 months of
management and leadership training and a rigorous selection
process, in which they tested my ability to solve problems,
to communicate, to build teams, to lead people. A very small
part of the skills I learnt with the Marine were not transferable
to civilian life - maybe 4 hours in those 15 months. I made that
case to JP Morgan, they liked the sound of it, they tested me
on some financial subjects, which I’d done a bit of research
on, and it was a good fit. I had a great time there - they sent
me to Wall Street and I plunged right into the deep end of the
analyst training programme.

It was probably a bit of curiosity in both directions. I grew
up on a farm, did a degree in philosophy, and then spent
five years as a Marine. Having spent that time essentially
working as an instructor to foreign policy, one thing I was
conscious I didn’t know that much about was economics. So
I came to London and approached JP Morgan. The pitch was
very simple, and this is true for every military veteran - who

While I was at JP Morgan, the .com bubble was bursting and
I was fascinated by that. Although I didn't know that much
about technology myself at the stage, I actually started the
commando course at the Marines with a guy whose father
was one of the team at CERN who invented the World Wide
Web. We used to bounce ideas off each other - we went on
a skydiving course together and came up with five business

I’ve been the head of Level39 for just over two years. I
was approached at the end of 2015 at a fintech event I
was attending and invited to come onboard. Before that
happened, my career had developed in quite an unusual
way. I started my life as a Royal Marine and then I became an
investment banker with JP Morgan.
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plans in a week. We thought we’d give one of them a try,
so we set up a business in our spare time while I was at JP
Morgan and he was working as a consultant. That became
the first crowdfunding business in the UK, which was called
Bmycharity. We were very early adopters of fintech - we
integrated WellPay, and various early social networking
tools, and then we got into data analytics - it gave us the
opportunity to look into various aspects that are still pretty
pertinent in fintech today. After we sold in 2010, I co-founded
a couple of other businesses in ecommerce and renewable
energy, and was then approached by the UK government
to introduce foreign investors to UK companies looking for
early stage VC investment. In the two years I was in that role, I
started developing technology in my spare time to automate
some of what we were doing in UKTI, because we had this
fantastic global network, and I wanted to operate it at a
greater volume. So I left to develop that further. I was talking
to some tech firms at that stage, when I was literally tapped
on the shoulder at a fintech event by the Canary Wharf Group

Level39 is
sometimes
described as
a peloton in a
cycling race everyone goes
faster because
they are cycling
as a pack.

companies here, each doing things their own way, and we as
a company create conditions in which everyone gets to play
their best game. The relationships you can build here can
shorten your sales cycle - it’s where massive ambition collides.
The top layer is we make all of this addressable for a wider
audience. We want to attract not just customers and specialist
investors, but also generalist investors, policy makers,
regulators, and even consumer media. Everything that
happens in this tower falls under one of three categories - it
makes our society richer, it makes it safer, or it makes it fairer.
There are companies here increasing the productivity of what
is already the most productive place in Europe. Many are
working to promote financial inclusion, which is something
we take for granted, but that 2 million people in the UK don't
have access to, and 1.7 billion worldwide, so there is also an
element of social good.

In your experience, what is the best way to get to
the decision makers?

about heading Level39. I’ve been admiring Level39 for a
couple of years by that stage, and so here I am.

Hunt as a pack. You’re referring to a small number of elite
individuals with budgetary authority that have the decision
making power in a corporate. What we have at Level39 is a
constant referral network - for example, the cyber security
companies here, which we call Cyber39. This is tag team of
organisations constantly building relationships with people
and, where appropriate, demonstrating their expertise, not
just by trying to sell their own proposition, but by providing
intelligent referrals. In other words, if you want the attention
of the key decision makers, don’t go in there with a single
point solution, saying - ‘look at me!’. Instead, package up a
bundle of capabilities which meet their need at scale. And you
can do that when you’re part of a community, like Level39.

What was your biggest challenge as you came
onboard?

What are we going to do when Brexit happens?
How do you feel about it?

People ask - ‘are you a co-working space, are you an
incubator?’ Well, we’re right at the heart of Canary Wharf, so
we’re actually a part of this massive financial district, within a
five minutes walk of 30% of the world’s financial services IT
budgets. At Level39, we’ve got 1,250 super smart, ambitious
people from 48 different countries and 200 companies. What
we’re seeking to do is invigorate the whole community in
Canary Wharf, and beyond. We’re gonna do everything we
can to serve a real diversity of people working at a diversity of
companies, using a diversity of technologies, and addressing
a diversity of markets. What that means is we can’t simply
have a one size fits all - supporting diversity means ceding
a degree of control. We’re supporting a community of such
breadth, such depth, that trying to wrap your arms around
it all and control it is a bad idea. So the big challenge for me
when I came on board was understanding how you support
ambition, diversity and scale all at the same time.

This is an environment of pragmatists. People come here,
not to cry into their pints about what might have been if
things had happened differently, but to make things better
from where they are. So there is a relentless commitment to
delivery. Since the referendum vote, membership of Level39
has increased by over 60%. Of course, the Brexit negotiations
introduce some uncertainty into pretty much every market,
but what is very clear is that there is an undimmed appetite
for people from all over the world to come here, to the heart
of Canary Wharf, and bring together talent, ambition, capital
and technology to build great businesses.

So, how do you do that?
There are three layers to this:
The base layer, on which all of this is build, is world class
physical infrastructure. So here we are in this amazing
building - 1.2 million square feet of iconic London skyline,
and we’re bringing even the smallest companies into this,
which gives them both the prestige to stand shoulder to
shoulder with the major global banks as potential clients, but
also to come in here and just take a single hot desk, if that's
what they need, pay by the month, but then to scale up. We
have 20 million square feet of space in Canary Wharf - you
won’t find that anywhere else. We support you with flexible
infrastructure all the way - from startup to global enterprise.
The next layer is an environment in which diverse talent can
thrive. What we’ve got here is a whole bunch of different
people operating in different ways. Rather than putting
you in the same sausage factory, and end up looking for
patterns of familiarity - likely middle-aged, middle-class
white men, which tends to be what comes out of accelerator
programmes, we have 200 experiments being done by the

How do you differentiate from Rise? They have
the same pitch, listing the same elements. What’s
the difference? Is there one?
I’m a big fan of Rise. In some respects, we share some clear
insights into ways to help improve things, but I think that
an important distinction that we have here is that we are a
neutral platform. Level39 is a subsidiary of the Canary Wharf
Group - we are a real estate company, which is interested
in the health of the whole region. One of the things big
corporates do is try to seek control, and when it comes to
engaging with startups, it usually causes trouble, because the
market is deeply asymmetric. The rate in which a company
needs to be able to operationally turn itself around is much
faster in a startup then in a big global corporate. That means
that even the corporate with the best intentions will probably
end up rejecting 95 percent the startups they invite to join
them in their space, across the board. It happens not just in
financial services, but in all corporate to startup engagement.
The reason is similar to Venture Capital investments - most
deals don’t work.

corporate partners that they can take or leave, which is what
we offer here. If you go to an environment that is associated
with one corporate, like in the case of Rise and Barclays, there
is the expectation both internally and externally that you will
be linked to them.

Let’s talk about your unicorn situation with
Revolut - isn’t it amazing?
It’s an incredible achievement! You just have to look at the
way in which Revolut is shaking up expectations in their
development cycle, in their customer engagement, in their
marketing - it’s a really impressive organisation, which is
drawing attention from right around the world. The idea of
the unicorn is incredibly compelling, but what they are doing
is actually not that unusual in terms of the input. The result is
exceptional in their case, but there are other companies here
with a similar sort of approach, who are perhaps a little less in
the media eye, but are driving real value and growth, by being
a part of this ecosystem. There is huge collaboration here, as
well as competition.
Level39 is sometimes described as a peloton in a cycling race everyone goes faster because they are cycling as a pack.

Are most fintech companies a collaboration
between people with a financial services
background and tech people?
What you typically find in this community is people who
have a real sense of market need - they know what the
problems are. We are lucky because, in the buildings around
us, we have 120,000 of the world’s smartest people, with the
biggest budgets, the greatest global connections, and some
massive problems. It’s like a perfect storm. Many fintechs,
particularly those started by very young people, offer
solutions that may be clever, but aren’t really needed - like
better ways to order coffee, or buy a product online. Around
here, there are some big, billion dollar problems to solve.

What does the future look like for Level39?
This is a flourishing environment, but it’s an environment
which is hungry for more. Financial services are changing
- partly as a result of new technologies, partly as a result of
international competition, and partly as a result of regulatory
change. So there’s this exceptional opportunity for people
who are ambitious to play a part in that change. We want
to make sure that this is the best possible place to tackle the
world’s most purposeful, valuable problems, not just within
Level39, but across the whole of Canary Wharf. Economic
clusters drive productivity and we are focusing on making
this the most productive environment for any company whether it’s a startup with 1 or 2 people, a scale-up with 100,
or a global enterprise. They complement each other. We have
space for thousands of new companies and one massive
invitation. That, for me, is the future - it’s one big embrace.
Come on it, be wildly ambitious, get amongst it here, don’t
hold back.

What this means is that small companies who are drawn in
to those kind of relationships have a sort of dependency.
Most of them won’t form a meaningful engaging relationship,
and they will then be at a disadvantage when it comes to
engaging with other corporates. A healthier approach to the
market is for confident fintechs to have multiple options for
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WONDER WOMEN:

ARE IPOS
ACTUALLY THE
NEW ICOS?
With the hype of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) becoming public interest
in 2017, one might assume that fintechs would no longer be interested
in raising finance through public listings. Nevertheless, we recently
witnessed Dutch payment processor and PayPal rival, Adyen, raise $1bn
on Euronext and this is expected to have caught the attention of other
disrupters in the market.
The European Initial Public Offering (IPO)
market had a strong start to the year with
€21.8bn raised in H1, up 5 percent on H1
2017. The UK was a key driver of this growth,
with 25 IPOs in Q2 2018, up 25 percent on
the same quarter in the prior year, with the
technology sector accounting for 40 percent
of those listings. The UK has attracted more
investment in fintech that any other country
worldwide in H1 2018, which is undoubtedly
linked to the Fintech Sector Strategy released
by the government in March 2018.
The Strategy focused on how the government
intends to “preserve and extend the UK’s
international edge in fintech” by ensuring
the UK is the best place in the world to start
and grow a fintech business. Open Banking,
an initiative driven by the government, is
undergoing a managed rollout which will no
doubt present new and exciting opportunities
for the sector. The Strategy also discusses
how the government will invest additional
resources into helping fintech firms expand
into markets linked to the UK via fintech
bridge agreements. The costs of complying
with regulation is said to be one of the biggest
challenges faced by UK fintech companies,
and the government addresses how it plans to
combat this within the Strategy.
Despite uncertainty over Brexit, IPO activity
remains high, with two of the world’s largest
unicorns, Spotify and Dropbox, setting
the trend by listing earlier in the year. We
also witnessed Boku raise £45m at the end
of 2017, shortly before Trufin raised an
impressive £70m, both on AIM.
In recent years, investors have been looking
for opportunities to invest in fintech
companies, although to date this has often
been through private offerings. Investors
are aware that even pre-revenue fintech
companies can be incredibly valuable if they
hold the solution to a problem which could
change the world of banking, insurance
or wealth management, to name a few.
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We’ve seen substantial recent investment,
particularly within AI, robo-advisors and
Regtech.
This is encouraging if you’re a fintech business
owner or manager with an AIM listing in your
sights, but how do you know when it’s a good
time to make that leap?
When considering going public, timing is
crucial if your venture is to be a success.
Early planning is critical to success, and it
is worth considering three points before
deciding whether to embark upon this new
journey:
• the external and political environment;
• internal factors; and
• life after an IPO.

Economic and political
environment
The economic and political environment is
vital when considering whether to float your
business.
In 2016, the dreaded ‘B’ word lead to IPO
activity dropping to its lowest level since
2009.
When experiencing periods of global
uncertainty, it’s important to evaluate the
longer-term effects of such seismic events, the
consequences of which are likely to be felt
long after the initial occurrence.
Ensuring there is a thorough understanding of
the level of investor appetite for your business
throughout these periods is also essential.
With the likes of Adyen listing at a valuation in
excess of $8bn earlier in the year, this could be
the trigger that many were waiting for to show
that investor appetite is currently bullish in the
fintech sector.

simple questions. Why now? Is the business
revenue generating yet? Although we’re seeing
pre-revenue businesses attracting significant
valuations, might a proven track record of
sales take the businesses’ valuation to the next
level?

Strategy
What strategic reasons are driving the move,
and what are your long-term objectives?
If there is a solid business case for listing,
rather than a just a desire to be a public
company, then now is a good time to consider
the move.

Reserve
A listing uses up a huge amount of time and
resource, which inevitably falls on a few senior
individuals and diverts their attention away
from ‘business as usual’ – expect growth and
innovation to slow during a public listing.
Pass a critical eye over your management team
early in the planning process. Do you have the
right team in place to deliver an IPO?
Do they tick all the boxes required to deliver
the initial listing? Work closely with your key
advisers and remain focused throughout the
process.
The management team will be under intense
scrutiny from potential investors, who will
look for clarification that you have the right
team to deliver a successful IPO.
When you have the right team in place,
start planning early for a listing. Think
about what layers of protection you have in
place to ensure continuity of your business
throughout the IPO journey. It’s vital that the
timing of an IPO is right for the management
team of your business.

Internal factors

Timing

When considering whether the time to float is
right, it’s important to first ask yourself a few

There are no set milestones in place to help
guide a business on timing. Some established

CELEBRATING FEMALE FINTECH LEADERS
can we encourage more
women to join fintech?
RONNY LAVIE
Managing Editor

Jon Dawson, Senior manager at
haysmacintyre
Jon is a Chartered Accountant at
haysmacintyre, and specialises within
the Creative, Media and Technology
sector, with a particular interest in
FinTech companies. Jon has extensive
experience in working with fast growth
scale-up businesses and understands the
importance of regular communication
backed up by strong technical
experience.
businesses have strong revenues or profits,
whereas some businesses are pre-revenue or
loss making, but predict strong future profits.
Many businesses are disrupting processes
which have been unchanged for years, and
other businesses can offer potential investors
a business constructed on a vast network or
community which they have built without yet
making a sale.
In all cases, the timing can be tested through
pre-marketing roadshows. This allows your
business to assess investor appetite before you
decide to list.

Post IPO
It’s common for businesses to focus on the
time before and during an IPO and forget that
life afterwards becomes a whole new ball
game.
The administrative, legal and governance
requirements of a listed business are far greater
than before, and a public company is under
much greater scrutiny.
The management team will continue to
devote time to their new stakeholders and
advisers after the IPO is complete, and so it’s
crucial that the time input required post an
IPO is also considered in the planning process.
Arguably, there is never a ‘right time’ to float,
but knowing the current market, having a
solid strategy and a strong management team
to steer the business through the process will
ensure agility and flexibility once the appetite
from investors is right.
For more information about IPOs and ICOs,
or if you or your company would like any
advice, please contact
fintech@haysmacintyre.com.

This month, we meet Sara Koslinska
- founder and CEO of Limitless, a whitelabel app that allows millenials to take
their money out of the savings and
current account rut, and instead start
investing it for their future.
Having lived and worked in a diverse range of markets,
including Tel Aviv, London, Singapore, Ukraine and the
Netherlands, Sara is no stranger to innovation. A seasoned
entrepreneur, she has experience with Lean methodology,
generating early traction and developing winning business
models. She was recently listed in Forbes as one of the top
100 female founders in Europe and regularly gives talks and
presentations on the role of women within tech and fintech,
and the long road we still have to take.

You’ve worked in a lot of markets and you travel
a lot in your role. What have you learned from all
of the different experiences?
I think that I had to adjust quickly to new environments and
build my networks from scratch, which was very useful. The
tech community is pretty similar from country to country,
but there are differences in terms of the general efficiency - for
example, Singapore is much more efficient than Malaysia. And
there are different attitude to communicating in countries
like UK and Israel- Israel is very direct, whereas London, as
you know, not so much. In terms of fundraising, I learned that
certain markets are more willing to take risk - for example,
in Singapore, there seems to be more capital for fintechs and
they are more willing to take risks than the European market.

Which market do you think has the biggest
gender diversity issue? Is there a difference
between the markets?
Yes, there are differences. In Asia, I felt that there was more
equality between men and women. In Europe, it depends
- the Nordics are different than Western markets. In Central
Eastern Europe, there is a lot of equality in the workplace
between men and women, even though it’s considered a
conservative market. I think that in the US it’s the hardest to
break through the glass ceiling, and if you look at the number
of speakers in Asia, Europe and the US, it’s hardest to find
female speakers in the US and easiest in Asia.

That’s interesting, as you would think that
Europe and the US would be more progressive
than areas like Eastern Europe and Asia, which
are considered more conservative. But you’re
saying that, actually, those areas are ahead of the
game?
Yes. If you look at China, it matters more what you have to
offer, rather than what your gender is. How much profit you
can bring to the company, how much of a hustler you are - the
Chinese are practical people.

That makes sense. Why do you think there is
such a lack of women in the industry and how

Fintech is not an easy
environment, because it’s
male dominated - the decision
makers are typically white
men in their 50s. They are still
biased towards people who
are younger than them and
they are not used to working
with that many women,
especially young women. It’s
still very much a boys club.
Very often I have meetings in
which someone questions
my skills or my experience
- assuming that I’m not the
decision maker, that someone
else is - for example, my cofounder, who is male and older than me. So it’s about gender,
but it’s also a lot about age.

How can we encourage more women to join?
I believe that everyone has good intentions, but not everyone
has that much self awareness to understand their biases, so
it would definitely help if we had more male ambassador
to share their experience. I think it’s also very important to
have female decision makers at VC funds, because a big part
of funding goes to companies that are not necessarily better,
but are run by men. We see this happening over and over
again, it’s to do with the people making these decisions typically young guys - they just feel more firm about investing
into someone who is similar to them. If we get less capital
than companies with male founders, then our chances of
succeeding in the market are lower, which only strengthens
the belief that it’s better to invest in companies founded by
men.

What would you say to someone who claims
women are less interested in tech and finance
because they are ‘wired’ differently?
There are plenty of studies which show the differences
between men and women in terms of how our brains work
are really minor, and that they are to do with our visual
perception of surroundings, but have nothing to do out
abilities to perform tasks that require analytical skills. If you
look at how men and women perform in maths tests, for
example, until a certain age, girls tend to have better results
than boys on average, and then, once they are in highschool,
it changes. Also, in the past we had more female software
engineers than male. I think it started changing in the 70s, as
a result of marketing computers as toys for boys, So I think
it’s definitely not a biological difference that makes women
choose science less often than men, but it’s how our society
perceives the studies of computer studies and so on.
There are number of initiatives that attempt to encourage
girls to start programming, so I think that it’s definitely
changing, and I can't wait to see the next generation of female
programmers.

What made you start Limitless?
I met my co-founder when I was working in Singapore and he
had the initial idea. He wanted to create a product that would
help millennials invest money, because he saw his daughter
and nephews struggling with saving and investing. I decided
to make some changes to the product and the business
model, and we launched the B2B2C app that helps banks
and insurers engage millennial customers and turn them from
regular customers, to savers, to investors. At the same time, it

helps young people to start investing money and put money
away for their pension. We’re also seeing interest coming in
from other age groups.

What are your plans and goals for Limitless?
We would like to be the default investment product for first
time investment. We would like to have a global partner, either
a bank or insurer, which would help us to bring this product
into multiple markets. At the moment we are focusing on
Europe, but we do have interest coming in from banks in
other continents.

Congratulations on being listed as one of the top
100 female founders in Europe. Do you think
this is particularly important as a woman - to be
visible?
Yes. Every time I get the opportunity to speak at a relevant
event, I take it, even if it means that I can’t take weekends
off. I want women to be more visible, whether it’s on stage
at a conference, on TV, or being interviewed. It’s interesting
for me that, even though some of my friends have great
accomplishments, they don’t feel like they are great enough
to share with the media. And I think it is very important for
young girls to have role models - to see that it’s something
that they could also be doings. I remember that when I was
growing up and looking for role models, I didn't have that
many women around me who were successful in their careers,
and that was something I thought I wanted to be like.

What do you think the future of the fintech
industry looks like?
I hope that there will be many more women in the industry. I
don’t see that many at the moment, and I know some women
who are leaving the finance industry because it’s too tough for
them, or it’s not what they want, because it’s a pretty agressive
space.

Do you think we will all live our lives digitally?
Everything going to get done online?
Definitely. And I am happy to see more and more millenials
as decision makers, as I think that will help introduce new
products and more new ways of thinking than before.

What advice would you give to your 18 year-old
self?
Assume that you’re going to fail the first couple of times, and
accept it as part of learning. And worry less, because many
things are not under our control, but there also times where
everything works out well in the end. This is what I’m still
telling myself.
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WILL BLOCKCHAIN
TOKENISED SECURITIES
MAKE IPOS OBSOLETE?

DATAMINR
Following the recent CogX festival, which celebrated all things AI, we
caught up with Edward Oliver, Vice President, Finance Sales at Dataminr.
Edward tells us all about Dataminr and what it means to be awarded the
CogX innovation award for Best AI Product in Financial Services.
Tell us about Dataminr
Dataminr is the leading real-time information
discovery company. Using powerful,
proprietary algorithms, Dataminr instantly
analyses publicly available data to provide its
clients with the earliest indication of breaking
news, real-world events, off the radar content,
and emerging trends. It has pioneered a
groundbreaking technology that identifies,
classifies, and determines the significance of
real-time information, and delivers relevant
alerts to its clients. Dataminr currently serves
customers in finance, the public sector, news,
PR/communications, security and crisis
management.

How did the idea come about?
In essence it was about adding structure to
the unstructured. Our founder and CEO Ted
Bailey recognised early on that social media
was a go to resource for breaking news and
information in real-time. He built a team to
begin to understand how events occur, to
recognise patterns in complex data, and to
discover and then deliver signals relating to
events of significance. Dataminr applied that
capability to the finance industry initially,
giving hedge funds and other financial
professionals the opportunity to know first
and capitalise on real-time information and
events that impact the market. We now serve
professionals across the enterprise.

Congratulations on being named
a CogX Awards winner! What
sets Dataminr apart from other
companies in the field?
Thank you very much! We were very
honoured to be a winner. What stood out
about CogX is that it showed how different
companies use AI to provide a valuable
12 I September 2018
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Chairman & CEO,
US Capital Global
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service to a wide set of industries, from
entertainment to energy.

opportunities, or just being smarter about
how to spend their time.

What sets us apart is that we are focused on
identifying breaking events as they occur. We
discover events as they happen, often before
they’re widely reported in traditional sources,
and deliver this critical information as realtime alerts to our clients. We have become
an alternative data source that our clients
cannot live without, providing the earliest
information, often directly from witnesses of
events.

What do you think about the
current state of financial education
in the UK (and around the world)?
Do you think people need to be
more aware of their money and
how best to use and protect it?

Which industries do you think
would benefit most from AI
technology?
I believe that all industries can hugely benefit
from AI, but specifically in finance there are
already real world and tangible examples of
AI’s positive impact. Large international banks
are using it to better manage their businesses,
helping them take all the data across their
global footprint, streamline it and make smart
decisions faster. Beyond this there’s also a
real value to the individual investor, be it for
retail trading or for advisory purposes. AI is
opening up access to the wider market, and
giving data driven insight to more people at
different levels than ever before.

Are there any companies or
products in the field of AI you think
are really exciting?
Beyond AI being applied by software acting
on behalf of people, I love seeing the growth
of solutions that help real people make real
time decisions. People can fundamentally
change how productive they are by taking
insight or actions through AI driven software.
Companies are finding examples across the
industry: spotting trends, reacting to real time

People need to become more aware of
how to use and protect their money. Due to
increasing cyber security issues and hacking,
there is an increased need for people to
understand how everything links digitally.
Technology has always been a great enabler,
and understanding how to effectively utilise
these new tech tools can help to educate
more people on how digital literacy and
financial literacy are interconnected.

Do you think AI will help more
people to become better financially
educated and more included in the
industry?
The short answer is yes.
AI is helping more people to better
understand complex data and provides
another way of bringing the conversation to a
level that a broader audience can understand.
When it comes to the finance industry
specifically, AI has become a great leveller,
helping to make finance easier to understand
for the general public, thus opening it up
to ‘non-financial’ people, so they too can
participate in the process.

What do you think of the whole
‘Sci-Fi scary movie’ image that AI
has? Does it affect your work at all?
AI only affects my work positively in that

we’re able to show the value of what we do
and help our clients make better decisions in
real-time.
I see AI and machine learning as tools that
make humans smarter. It’s not a case of
man versus machine, it’s man and machine
working together. For example, it would be
very difficult for humans to make sense of all
the millions of daily tweets without a tool
to enable this. AI is hugely valuable, but it’s
a tool that requires human interaction to be
effective.

How has GDPR affected your work?
It has not created any issues for us. We are
fully compliant, and regularly monitor to
ensure continued compliance.

What’s next for Dataminr?
We’ll continue to look at how we leverage
real-time public data to discover breaking
events across the world, ensuring our
clients are the first to know about critical
information, wherever and whenever it
breaks.

What do you think the field of AI
will look like in 10 years’ time? How
will it change the way we all live?
AI will clearly be more advanced, but in ten
years it will be far more woven into our daily
lives. It will be more apparent, and as a result,
more people will understand how it benefits
our day to day. As awareness increases, people
will see how it’s a tool for good, making us
more effective and efficient not only in our
professional lives, but in our personal too.

Companies ‘go public’ to raise additional funds and provide liquidity to
investors. Secondary market trading in private securities enables much
of the same early investor liquidity. Equity tokens promise even broader
participation and greater liquidity through more efficient primary and
secondary market trading. In the end, however, it’s not just the equity
token, it’s the regulated ecosystem and the asset itself that will challenge
the public markets.

Why we IPO? And the downsides

A more efficient alternative – Equity Tokens

An Initial Public Offering, or ‘IPO’, is considered the ‘gold at the
end of the rainbow’ for companies. The event provides new
cash infusions, liquidity for founders, employees, and early
investors. The IPO process is well known to be expensive,
time consuming, and heavily regulated.

Now we have blockchain Equity Tokens, which may offer
the first alternative to cumbersome secondary sales of
private securities. Blockchain based Equity Tokens can
provide a secure and reliable ledger of ownership for an
asset, in this case private securities, as well as built in ‘smart
contract’ features which indicate who is qualified to purchase
or repurchase the security depending on the country of
residence. Additionally, the digital nature of the equity tokens
allows ease of listing on exchanges where people come to buy
and sell assets electronically.

Aside from the complexities of an IPO, recent comments
by Elon Musk about taking Tesla private highlight some
challenges faced by public companies post IPO. As Musk
painfully observes, in addition to complex reporting,
public companies are under pressure to stifle innovation,
creativity, and more patient strategic execution paths in favor
of mediocre leadership, unimaginative management, and
quarterly profit pressure. The dynamic leadership qualities
that catapulted Musk and his companies to market leadership
are heavily criticized now that he is running a public company.
The exclusivity of abundant liquidity and ability to raise
money efficiently via the public markets is now being called
into question. The fact is that Musk’s SpaceX is a private
company which has tremendous liquidity in the private
secondary market, and the robust valuation growth is
certainly not lost on him. Likely these facts are driving his
interest in taking Tesla private. We believe an equity token is
an excellent idea for some of the capital Musk will raise in his
privatisation of Tesla.

What about secondary markets?
Conventional private stock offerings and the secondary
sales of those private offerings have their own specific set of
complexities, challenges and inefficiencies. Restrictions on
who can repurchase private securities, who is willing to sell,
finding buyers and sellers, keeping track of who currently
owns stock, excessively expensive transaction costs, and
counter party transaction risk are a few of those challenges.
Despite all of that, there is a very robust market in large private
secondary stocks, and the holding of private securities and
private equity is over 3 times that of the public markets.
One of the problems is the activity of this market is currently
limited to a few popular, very large companies like SpaceX,
Spotify (prior to its IPO) Uber, Lyft, Palantir, etc. leaving
thousands of sizable high growth private companies out of
the active secondary market place.

A seemingly ideal situation is developing for equity
tokens and related markets, but there are some important
caveats. Sadly, emerging digital equity technologies have
been cesspools of fraudulent securities, pretend securities,
glorification of money laundering, and assets of little to no
value. And unregulated digital asset exchanges make regular
headlines for theft and hacking of clients’ funds and assets.

Ultimately, It’s all about the ‘asset’
In order for equity tokens to be considered a viable and
efficient method of private security exchange, certain
minimum standards must be met by all issuers and investors.
Firstly, we need to start seeing a wider variety of valuable asset
classes available via equity tokens. We recently wrote an article
about the vigorous and valuable market in Spotify private
securities secondary sales well ahead of their successful
IPO. We also mentioned SpaceX and several other valuable
securities that have active secondary markets.
Secondly, equity tokens must be clearly identified as
securities and regulated as such, by the SEC in the US and the
appropriate regulatory bodies in other countries. Regulations
are there for a reason and that reason is investor protections
and preventing fraud, not to promote bureaucratic inefficiency.
Not only are the securities regulated, but the trading platforms
and marketplaces they trade on must be regulated as well.
In the US, the SEC has created a regulated market license for
Alternative Trading Systems (ATS), which can facilitate the
exchange of equity tokens.
Thirdly, there is the necessity for regulated gating processes
to screen offerings before they can be listed on the regulated
exchanges. The accepted method for professionally launching
an equity offering is for the principals to engage a licensed

Broker-Dealer (BD) to do the diligence on the issuer. The BD
would either approve or reject the offering as appropriate for
investors if the financial and operational representations from
the issuer are accurate and they have verified there are no ‘Bad
Actors’ as either principals or investors in the company.
Essentially, all of the functions in a traditional securities
market – issuer, broker, compliance, exchange, transfer,
custody, etc. – are essential in digital securities. Once we have
an abundance of valuable assets, listed on trusted and licensed
ATS’s, and screened by regulated BD’s, we have the beginnings
of a system to rival the IPO’s listing on the public markets. The
traditional private equity and debt security market is already
3 to 4 times larger, in market capitalisation, than the public
market.

The Future? IPOs and STOs
Will blockchain equity tokens eventually ‘disrupt’ the public
exchanges? We have shown non-tokenised private securities
already are doing this vis-à-vis Tesla, SpaceX, Uber etc. Because
private securities and their electronic manifestation, equity
tokens, are currently only narrowly available to sophisticated,
accredited, or qualified purchasers, by their nature they will
have limited distribution. Retail investors, many pension
funds, and retirement funds are restricted from investing in
most non-public, private offerings.
It is safe to say that public market securities are here to
stay because of their wide distribution and high level of
regulation, which makes them safer for institutional and less
sophisticated or less wealthy investors. It is also apparent
blockchain equity tokenisation and related Security Token
Offerings (STOs) are going to exponentially grow as a means
for select investor classes to allocate investment to an evergrowing number of valuable asset classes being offered
through the security tokens medium and on ATS exchanges.
Valuable private offerings and assets, offered on regulated
exchanges, screened by regulated groups is the formula where
we will see amazing long-term and rapid success in tokenised
blockchain securities.
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According to Wikipedia, P2P lending is the
method of loaning money to individuals
or businesses through online services that
match lenders with borrowers. It involves
debt financing that enables individuals to
borrow and lend money—without the use of
an intermediary. Peer-to-Peer lending removes
the middleman from the process, allowing
cheaper and faster financial services.
The volume of global P2P payments and
remittances is eclipsing $1 trillion yearly,
with per annum growth rates in P2P lending
volumes reaching 50-80% in various markets
during the past few years. The appearance
of digital technologies, blockchain, and
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, has also
facilitated consumer and investor adoption to
online marketplaces.

Who's who in digital lending
Today, P2P platforms are among the fastest
growing segments in the financial services
space. Each platform in this space leverages
technology to offer loans directly for the
customers - faster and less costly.
Zopa was the first online personal finance P2P
lending company, and others in the U.S. and
Europe have followed, including LendingClub
Corporation (LC), Prosper Marketplace,
Upstart, Prodigy Finance, Funding Circle,
CircleBack Lending, Peerform, Pave, Daric,
Borrowers First, SoFi, Ratesetter, and
Auxmoney. Notable local dominant digital
lenders include Konfío in Mexico and Kenyabased Kopo Kopo.
Tech giants have also joined the digital
lending ecosystem. Since 2012, Amazon
has offered small business loans through
their lending programme. “Amazon grabbed
headlines by giving $1 billion in smallbusiness loans to over 20,000 merchants in
the United States, Japan and the U.K. Their
near real-time data on sellers’ businesses and
access to customer reviews allow Amazon to
evaluate customers and manage the risk of
lending to small merchants,” Priya Punatar,
Industry Engagement, Global Advisory
Solutions at Accion, says. “WeChat also made
waves when it entered the game in 2015.
As China’s largest social network, it’s been
able to deploy more than $14.7 billion in
funds in just two short years. Like Amazon,
WeChat benefits from access to data and the
ability to offer convenience and efficiency for
the customer—it only takes 0.3 seconds to
approve a loan application.”
14 I September 2018

Digital lending has great potential to reach people who have so far not been
involved in financial services. The rapidly growing online lending marketplaces
(dubbed peer-to-peer, or P2P, lenders) and established financial institutions
compete to find out who can provide borrowers with more funding and better
terms. According to Autonomous research, by 2020 digital lending will encompass
10% of all loans in the U.S. and Europe at $100 billion in volume.
Distinct market structures, regulatory environments
and customer needs have led to a wide variety
of digital lending models, Punatar believes.
There is the complexity of the digital lending
ecosystem in its dynamic nature, that makes
strict categorisation difficult, but generally,
she identifies seven primary digital lending
models:
• Online lenders. Full end-to-end digital
lending products online or via mobile
applications. Examples include Lidya,
Branch, and Tala , who help entrepreneurs
access funding in emerging markets,
including Nigeria, Kenya, and the
Philippines.
• P2P platforms. Purely digital platforms that
match a borrower with an institutional or
individual lender and facilitate the digital
transaction. In this model, P2P lenders like
CreditEase and KwikCash often design
the product, score the borrower, and
may support repayment and collection
processes.
• E-commerce and social platforms. These
are digital platforms where credit is not
their core business, but they leverage their
digital distribution, strong brand, and rich
customer data to offer credit products to
their customer base - such as Amazon and
WeChat.
• Marketplace platforms. Marketplaces, like
Loan Frame in India, are digital platforms
who use proprietary algorithms to match a
borrower with the right lender. Once funds
are dispersed, the customer relationship is
direct with the lender.
• Supply chain lender. Firms such as Tienda
Pago and M-Kopa Solar provide digital
short-term working capital loans for
microenterprises to purchase inventory
from their distributors, or for pay-as-yougo financing of an asset purchase. The
distribution network enforces repayment
through penalties if necessary. For example,
suppliers might withhold deliveries of
goods or turn off utilities in the case of late
payment.
• Mobile money lenders. Firms such as
Kopo Kopo partner with mobile network
operators to offer mobile money loans
to their customer base, leveraging mobile
phone data for credit scoring. In this model,
physical agent networks where customers
can go to complete cash-in / cash-out
transactions supplement the digital

interface of the mobile phone.
• Tech-enabled lenders. These are traditional
lenders (like Aye Finance in India and
Accion Microfinance Bank in Nigeria)
providing a ‘tech and touch’ approach.

Digital lenders to disrupt
predominant banking system
Lending has moved away from being a
banking only service and has expanded into
a number of other industries. “Companies
like Amazon and WeChat are now using vast
amounts of customer data to provide faster
loans to their customers. This, along with the
changes brought in by digital only banks and
P2P lending platforms, means that the whole
digital lending ecosystem is wide open for
new and innovative solutions,” Dan Jones,
Partner and Head of UK Digital at Capco, says.
Year-on-year, peer-to-peer lending continues
to grow and have a strong impact across all
markets. The growth demonstrates that more
lenders and borrowers believe the industry to
be a real alternative to traditional lenders.
The P2PFA figures also show a growth in users
of peer-to-peer lending. In the past 12 months,
the number of lenders increased by more
than a fifth (22 percent) to just over 128,000,

while borrowers have almost doubled (96
percent) to 273,000. Goldman Sachs predicts
that almost $11 billion of bank profits from
lending will move to the new start-up social
economy by 2020—about 5 percent of the
current market. There is no doubt digital
lending marketplaces are disrupting the
predominant banking model.
A good example of this disruption is the case
of fintech company Zopa. By loan volume, the
company is the largest peer-to-peer lender in
the UK. Today, the company’s website states
that it has lent more than £2.38 billion to UK
consumers.

Digital lending challenges
Risks are present in any lending process and
there are three subsequent challenges to
consider. “Minimising risk means spotting
deviations in expected behaviour of the loans
on book as early as possible and being able
to act on this information”, Xavier Fernandes,
analytics director at Metapraxis, says. To
minimise risks, it is important to understand
what is statistically significant in a loan’s
performance, and then be able to identify and
quantify the appropriate action to apply to
new loans.

Digital lending isn’t just about having the data;
it’s about understanding and leveraging it
correctly. “A clear understanding of the status
of a loan or a customer at each stage of its
lifecycle is desirable to maximise machine
learning algorithms’ accuracy when predicting
what will happen to any new customer or
loan with similar characteristics. The more
lifecycles of loans and customers that firms
have data for, the better their algorithms
and future predictions will be. This is at the
heart of maximising analysis insight in the
digital lending market,” an analytics director
at Metapraxis explains. Importantly though,
digital lenders shouldn’t wait until they have
a perfect set of data. Starting with the data
inputs they do have, applying algorithms and
then identifying which input metrics could
improve the algorithm by being of better
quality is the best way to ensure speed to
value from the data management process.
Jon Hall, Managing Director of Masthaven
Bank, also notes that blockchain can help
in delivering a ‘personal finance passport’
that can unlock verification and decisioning.
“Advanced technology in this space is sorely
needed. At the moment, basic algorithmic
credit scoring models are restricting potential
responsible borrowers from affordable
finance options because the technology
is inflexible to an individuals’ needs. The
mortgage and lending industry needs new
technology that can match the same quality
and fairness that manually underwritten
products provide. Blockchain may be the
first step towards a fairer model”. According
to Hall, the biggest challenges for the
digital lending market include customer
identity verified on mobile devices,
personalised affordability and holistic and
integrated income verification.

The future
Innovation and market expectations will
continue to alter and refine the digital lending
landscape. Key players will continue to test,
refine, and evolve their business models
and value propositions based on customer
needs and market experience. However,
the similarities shared by today’s successful
models are likely to remain prominent,
Priya Punatar believes: “Advanced digital
lenders have leapfrogged over traditional
lenders to provide customers with a faster,
more transparent, and convenient service.
Traditional banks will have to give customers
similar benefits if they hope to compete.”

The digital lending industry is facing a
number of challenges. As an example, data
management and credit score models’ require
improvements. As Rob Moffat, Partner at
Balderton Capital, the leading early stage VC
focused on Europe, says, AI & ML can help in
data management. He believes, the winners
will be the companies with the largest,
freshest and cleanest data to work with.
A huge amount of consumer and SME data
is now available through Open Banking, and
data management is now more essential
in loan practices than ever. “Big data comes
with big processing! An intelligent data
management can alleviate heavy processes
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DIGITAL LENDING AS A GATEWAY
TO REACH UNBANKED PEOPLE

Modern AI techniques can be applied to
predict the loan outcomes even after just
a few months on book, which makes the
digital lending market much more agile.
“Optimising pricing to complement both
risk management and the competitive
landscape will attract the right number of
customers within the right risk appetite. AI
technologies are essential in achieving this,
and savvy lenders need to strike the right
balance between pricing to manage risk and
the competitive environment to ensure they
perform well. Blockchain also can help. By
improving the traceability of data connecting
to any one credit score, it will be easier to
make and review any decisions should the
loan deviate from its expected behaviour. This
undoubtedly helps to optimise credit score
models. However, application of blockchain
will expose businesses to risks, such as data
confidentiality and legal liability of smart
contracts, so they will need to be prepared for
these,” Fernandes believes.

“Consumers
will continue to
expect more from
providers…”
David Lin, Global Head
of Data Science and
Credit Risk at PayU,
shared his thoughts on
the future of the digital
lending market and
the core trend in this
industry.
What are the core challenges the
digital lending market is facing?
A huge challenge facing the digital lending
market is around building meaningful
relationships. In a digital world, personto-person engagement is becoming ever
more redundant in the face of online
interactions. Players in the digital lending
market must ensure that they provide
exceptional customer service and
consumer experience, both in the online
and offline world. They need to create
engaging, user friendly platforms that are
equipped to deliver interactive responses
in real-time.
Not only this, but the market also needs
to ensure that offerings are in line with
compliance, data privacy and data
security - no small feat! The industry is
also under constant pressure to improve
products and further enhance conversion
rates by building seamless tech stacks
that are embedded with state of the art
data analytics and machine learning
technologies.

from platforms, removing the need for timely
data replication and processing – instead
allowing for machine learning and AI to be
performed in real time. In both ML and AI,
great progress has been made in automated
expense and asset classification. This gives
businesses a much more informed idea
of their clients’ risk profile, the trend has
shown greater loan approvals as a more
comprehensive scope of data is considered.
With regards to what can ML and AI can do for
clients, automated insights can be provided
to help consumers repay their loans and meet
their targets faster and easier as their financial
positions change,” Capco’s Dan Jones says.

Regulation is another challenge, Capco’s
experts argue. The rise of new players in the
market and the types of lending products
being offered drives a need for more rigorous
regulation being brought in to place to protect
customers.

Put simply, the need to be in a constant
state of innovation, while simultaneously
supplying exceptional customer service
and experience, both online and offline, is
relentless for businesses.

this – take India where there are more than
300 million smartphone users who could
take advantage of digital lending via their
mobiles.

Do you agree that technology plays an
integral role in improving credit score
models?
Totally agree. The ability to manage big
data and use machine learning/AI to build
analytical platforms will be the key to
enabling digital lenders to overcome market
challenges. The use of both alternative data
and big data, along with machine learning
and other technologies, will continue
to advance credit decisioning, enhance
user experience and improve operational
effectiveness.
And thanks to these new technologies,
consumers and users have, and will continue
to, expect more from providers. Lenders
need to go beyond just knowing their users,
they need to truly value them. The key to
making users feel valued is to make them
feel that the company is familiar with and
responsive to their needs. This can be done
through a variety of ways, for example:
• Understanding and pre-filling data that is
relevant to each individual user
• Giving users relevant pre-approved offers
• Providing reward schemes for loyal
customers
• Addressing complaints and calls quickly
and effectively
• If a user did not qualify for offers, the
lenders need to explain rationale for
declining the credit in a straightforward and
transparent manner
All this can be accomplished by connecting
the digital data points that each consumer
collects over time. The key to improving
credit score models is using technology such
as AI and machine learning and continuing
to collect relevant data and compile it in a
way that allows credit score models to make
personal decisions for individuals.
And it’s not just about how credit scores are
developed. It’s also about how lenders then
connect with their customers. We see digital,
mobile lending as the way of the future.
As consumers come to depend on their
smartphones more it continues to be a great
way to connect with potential customers.
Emerging markets are a great example of

Digital lending is based on data
management. How it can be
perfected?
Effective data management, i.e. connecting
the dots and bringing both structured
and unstructured data together, is critical
to digital lending. It’s these data points
that will provide the digital footprints for
underwriting, customer service, machine
learning algorithms to drive better credit
and user experience.
In my experience, there are four steps that
are necessary to operationalising data
management and data science:
1. Develop and build a data analytics
platform that allows the company to
continue collecting relevant data and
expanding alternative data capturing.
2. Invest invest invest! Investing in data
science and analytics is critical. Also,
invest in business analysts who can
combine data science algorithms with
business expertise.
3. Build data analytics into the product as
a part of its DNA. Lenders will not only
have bigger data sets to work with, but
will ensure the correct mindset is there
from the beginning.
4. Test and learn. AI and machine learning
models will continue to refine and
improve customer experience and credit
underwriting if businesses embrace
them.

What are the best global cases of
digital lending in your mind?
A good example of digital lending in
action is Square who expanded from
payment to small business lending, and Nu
Bank who have gone from being a pureplay credit card company to becoming a
digital bank. We believe that the strategy
of focusing on merchants and customers
is key to the success of digital lending.
By providing merchants and customers
with frictionless payment options, credit
offerings when required and a full suite
of digital banking products, they are
equipped to meet their payment, finance
and banking needs.
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“ZOPA’S TECHNOLOGY STACK
IS STATE OF THE ART…”
Zopa is a pioneering financial services company that offers loans and
investments. It has approved more than £3bn in personal loans since it
came to life in 2005, a journey which earned it a reputation as Europe’s
leading peer-to-peer consumer lender. In 2017, Zopa became the first
major peer-to-peer lender to receive full FCA authorisation. The company
reached the £3bn lent-to-date milestone in January 2018. This follows
2017’s milestone, when Zopa became Europe’s first peer-to-peer platform
to pass £2bn. The company hopes to achieve another set of exciting
milestones over the coming year as it launches a bank in order to broaden
its product offering to customers. The Fintech Times spoke to Zopa CEO,
Jaidev Janardana, who believes that a focus on tech innovation, including
letting customers know in seconds whether they are pre-approved for
a loan, alongside a range of initiatives and partnerships to reach new
customers, fueled the progress.
Today Zopa is the largest lender for prime
consumers on price comparison sites and a
market leader in digital channels. What do you
think are the biggest challenges for the digital
lending market?
We have gotten to where we are by offering competitive
pricing and a far superior experience. However, a majority of
customers even today go to their bank for their loan. While
they are usually not satisfied with the experience, consumers
are not aware of the alternative options. Making customers
aware of the choices available to them through building brand
awareness is one of the biggest opportunities that we face at
Zopa.

How do you perfect your model for measuring
creditworthiness?
Zopa’s model for creditworthiness relies on three pillars:
Its data: Zopa has data going back to 2005, that can be easily
accessed and analysed. Having this data, that has been through
the credit cycle and covers the great financial crisis, is a huge
differentiator for us compared to other fintech firms.
Its people: At Zopa, we have a unique combination of data
scientists who are experts at advanced statistical techniques,
and credit risk experts with years of experience in lending.
This means that our models capture the best insights that can
be gleaned from machine learning, while making sure that
these deliver great customer outcomes and are robust through
different economic environments.
Technology: Zopa’s technology stack is state of the art, enabling
easy implementation of models using complex techniques
like neural networks or gradient boosting, while delivering
excellent customer experience in terms of run time and
availability.

Do you agree that data science is essential in
digital lending and how do you think can it be
improved and perfected? Maybe AI, machine
learning can help?
Using data and technology to deliver better customer
outcomes forms the basis of our business model. The first
principle of building great data science capability is that it
should be centred around a culture of customer obsession.
We need to make sure we understand the customer needs
and what they value so that we are solving the right problems,
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problems that would deliver products and experiences that
our customers love. Then we have to make sure that we hire
the best people, give them access to rich data that is clean and
easy to access and analyse, and a technology environment that
makes it easy to implement the models and solutions built.

Open banking is going to open up alternative
data sources to be utilised for credit scoring,
but no one knows how it works long term. Are
fintechs right to go it alone or can banks provide
the trusted brand augmented by core product
offerings?
The opportunity of Open Banking is to give customers access
to their data and give them the choice on how to interact with
their money. The main objective is to increase competition
and choice for customers, so we feel it is better for firms like
us to go it alone. Over the last 13 years, Zopa has built a strong
trust with its customer base by consistently delivering simple
and fair products and a world class customer experience. We
hope to leverage that trust and offer our customers a variety of
different products, including Open Banking enabled money
management solutions.

2017 was a year of strong and sustainable growth
for Zopa, with 2017’s revenue of £46.5m up 40%
on 2016 (£33.2m revenue, loss of £5.8m). How
do you evaluate this milestone and what are you
focused on at the moment?
2017 was a landmark for us. We just announced a 2017 profit
after tax of £1.5m for our peer-to-peer business. This marks
our move back into full year profitability. We’re proud to see
the company’s efforts reflected in our record lending figures,
profitability and strong customer growth. The rise in revenue
sits alongside an increase in money lent out, with 2016’s
£690m up by 43% to £985m. Over the last five years, Zopa has
grown its lending and revenues at over 65% CAGR.
It’s a big step towards Zopa’s vision to be the best place for
customers’ money. We’ve invested significantly in technology,
in our proprietary back office infrastructure, and in our people,
all of which have helped Zopa to continue to scale and grow
sustainably.
At the moment we’re focused on launching a digital bank
which will allow us to offer a broader set of products to our
customers.

EXPERT

DIGITAL LENDING

James Hickson,
CEO of MASH
Today, the cost of funding is a major pain point for
many non-bank digital lenders – an overwhelming
theme recently highlighted in research issued by
Deloitte - with liquidity and the inability to diversify as
challenges two and three respectively.
Scale is the single most important factor in shifting to
a strategic funding capability, as institutional investors
seek out companies with a level of predictability,
historical profits and sufficient annual funding demand
(i.e. 100M+ EUR). This mix creates an attractive value
proposition for institutional investors and impacts the
costs of funding significantly for lenders. Companies
like CrossLend in Europe are helping to lower the
barrier to entry for lenders to tap into institutional
investors.
Looking ahead, some voices in the industry question
whether the non-bank lenders can weather a potential
down-cycle, are prepared for increased regulatory
oversight or are ready to address the challenges of scale
e.g. risk management, fraud and platform scalability.
I doubt that that the market can ever develop a truly
perfect scoring model, but we have certainly seen
significant improvement in the quality of scoring as
the industry shifts away from score-card based models
to the use of algorithmic underwriting and machine
learning (e.g. logistical regression algorithms etc.). As
the market matures, we are seeing some phenomenal
companies emerge, such as US-based Data Robot
(datarobot.com), that have drastically lowered the
barrier to entry for integrating these capabilities into
internal processes.
Looking forward, a key driver will be the use of
alternative data sources, such as the use of bank
account transaction history, which has been made
available as a result of PSD2 to calculate a unique and
specific customer score. As programmatic access to
data and de-novo data sources accelerates (as well as
therefore the ability to identify linear and non-linear
correlations) I suspect underwriting will evolve into
a real competitive advantage for those players able to
capitalise on insight at scale.
The most critical component to win and retain
market share is the customer experience – from loan
application through to collection; this is an area to
really differentiate and win. Additionally, advantaged
modes of customer acquisition (how do you acquire
a customer and at what cost) and a robust risk
management and collections process are key, yet often
overlooked, when trying to develop a sustainable
business.

YOTI IS THE DIGITAL
IDENTITY REGTECH
APP REVOLUTIONISING
FINTECH
RONNY LAVIE
Managing Editor

The company was founded by Robin Tombs, Duncan Francis
and Noel Hayden in 2014. They wanted to create the world’s
trusted identity platform. Co-founder and Yoti CEO, Tombs,
also co-founded Gamesys with Hayden. Gamesys is one of
the world’s leading online gaming operators, with annual
revenues over £200m, 1,050 staff and offices in six countries.
With almost two million downloads since their launch last
November and a growing presence in the US and India, Yoti is
one of the most closely followed RegTech firms in the market.
ICOs, exchanges and crypto ATMs already working with
Yoti include Chainstarter, Novaexchange, BaySide Corp,
Coinfinity, Electronium and Chainbytes, plus many more. As
well as being in the FCA’s regulatory sandbox, the States of
Jersey Government and The Improvement Service for Scottish
citizens are also partnered with Yoti for their digital identity
services.

Fixing digital identity
It’s no secret that the way we prove who we are is broken.
While the internet has revolutionised the way we manage
our money, how we sign up and connect to financial services
and the way we prove who we are online needs to change.
Today, we fill out forms with personal details and contact
information, or verify our identities with ID documents. We
also log in to sites with usernames and passwords that most
of us use for multiple apps and services.
Presenting or sharing ID documents in person and online
causes delays and is tedious for both parties. Verifying a scan
or photocopy of an ID document is expensive and can mean
hours, days or weeks spent waiting to onboard customers.
What's more, you can rarely be sure that documents actually
belong to the right person.
The time taken to onboard and verify someone is often
the difference between winning or losing a new customer.
Consumers want an identity solution which is both fast and
secure. Businesses want to know who their customers are
with as little friction as possible. Yoti is the solution to both.
In the past, RegTech and identity verification providers
have tried to patch up the broken identity system. They ask
customers to pose in a photo with their ID document or to
share a copy of their document along with a utility bill each

Yoti is the free, secure digital identity app that lets you prove
who you are to fintech, crypto and financial services at the click
of a button. For businesses, it’s the easily integrated, RegTech
solution that lets you onboard and verify customers faster.
time they need to prove their identity. No one should have to
go through such an arduous onboarding process every single
time they want to register with an exchange or ICO, or sign up
for a new payment card.
Now they don’t have to. Yoti has found a way to fix the
broken identity system. With Yoti, people can prove exactly
who they are, or how old they are, online or in person in a
matter seconds.
Yoti provides an antidote to the ills of the current way you
KYC (know your customer). It enables secure KYC checks and
multi-factor login in seconds, all through one, free consumer
centric app.

The solution
Using a free mobile app, you create a digital identity once that
can be used time and time again to prove who you are with
an unlimited number of businesses faster than ever before.
Your personal details are added to your Yoti by scanning
an accepted form of government issued ID from more than
160 countries. Your identity details are then separated and
encrypted using 256-bit encryption.
Once verified, only you hold the keys to your data. No-one,
not even Yoti, can see or access your information, except you.
Yoti cannot access or monetise data due to the platform’s
revolutionary black box architecture. A breath of fresh air for
everyone in the wake of recent data scandals.
Yoti can then be used to prove your age on a night out, check
out faster with age restricted goods in a supermarket, save
time and money proving your identity to businesses or
individuals and for access government services.
For fintech and crypto, Yoti is the single application that
lets you access multiple services fairly, safely and quickly. By
allowing you to securely share your verified details, both
online and in person, it is reinventing the way people interact
with fintech. No more waiting days and weeks to be able to
trade on crypto exchanges. No more broken whitelisting or
scamming on ICOs, just verified identities at the click of a
button.
Imagine not having to wait for your ID to be checked at the
supermarket – Yoti is working with NCR to enable frictionless

age verification at supermarket self checkouts. Imagine not
having to wait days to be cleared for your favourite crypto
exchange. Imagine simply proving who you are to any
financial services provider without having to share your
documents each time.

Integrating Yoti with your business
Any organisation can integrate a simple Yoti SDK in 2–4
hours using its suite of APIs and SDKs that cover all major
programming languages. Businesses can be live on Yoti’s
global platform within one day, generating a Yoti QR code or
Yoti button for your website or app.
You can then request whichever identity attributes you
require.With data minimisation being ever important in a
post GDPR world, if you only need to know someone’s full
name, date of birth and address, then that’s all you ask for.
With major international partners already integrated and
live with Yoti, a network effect is emerging between those
organisations who have integrated Yoti and those that
haven't. For those that have integrated Yoti, their users can
onboard and verify themselves in seconds, registering from
one business to another, simply by having undergone a one
time, 3–5 minute onboarding process.
Yoti is an innovative solution to regulatory and compliance
requirements, allowing your business to surpass the barriers
put up by public bodies.

KYC in seconds with 100% success rate
Customers registering for a service using the Yoti app have
pre-verified personal details, which means a faster and more
seamless experience, saving time and money for individuals
and businesses. In an era of countless data breaches,
individuals can feel confident that only they can access their
data. Biometric access means businesses can be confident
that they know who they are dealing with.
The future is here. It's never been easier for companies to
engage and onboard more customers with increased levels of
security, lower fraud risk and a frictionless experience, across
numerous countries and sectors.
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CRYPTO, REGULATION AND
THE STABLECOIN
INTERVIEW BY KATIA LANG
Editor-In-Chief

STASIS’ founder and CEO, Gregory
Klumov, doesn’t need to do what he’s
doing. As an early adopter of Bitcoin, he
admits he has enough capital to retire.
But, rather than spend his days lying on
a tropical beach somewhere, he has been
working with governments and leading
organisations to push for innovation
in the crypto space and help streamline
regulation.
His company, STASIS, is bringing cryptoeuro to the market by way of a token
called EURS. It is the world’s first assetbacked token – a digitalised-asset that is
fully collaterised with fiat and traditional
assets.
What made you go into the finance industry?
We should start fifteen or twenty years ago, when I was
running an internet service provider. I was a student back
then and I programmed a billing system for an internet
service provider for my neighbourhood. Later I went to study
programming and realised I didn’t want to be a programmer,
but wanted to work in finance instead, so I went to work for
a family office that allocated capital on a global scale. There I
learnt how to analyse markets, how to trade in markets, how
traditionalists approach markets and the selection process
of the particular asset class - how they value it and how they
select entry and exit points. I really liked financial markets, so
later moved to the asset management industry as an analyst,
and then a portfolio manager in a hedge fund. That was the
time when I realised the world had issues with traditional
money supply

Things were looking good in 2017 - in the summer we wanted
to launch our stable coin, but then China banned all digital
assets, ICOs and the rest, and Malta decided to take a pause
with the legislation. We felt the work we’d done for more
than a year - contributing knowledge, helping them climb
the learning curve and educating them on their asset class
and doing all the business development was undone, and
so we felt we needed new jurisdiction fast and we went to
Kazakhstan, where the Astana financial centre is basically a
country within country.

Astana?

Picture: Gregory with the Maltese President, Marie Louise Coleiro

curve of digital assets is very linear, so to say, it is very easy
to forecast how many Bitcoins there will be in one year, two
years, a hundred years from now. While it’s totally impossible
to forecast how many dollars there will be because, if we face
another serious macro-economic crisis in the US, the only
government response would be more money printing. In fact,
the US pension system is having liabilities issues. They have
less assets than liabilities going forward, because of the ageing
population, which inevitably results in more money printing.
That in turn will inevitably result in the rise of the price of
assets that are finite, or less supply relative to assets that are
increasing in supply, like Bitcoin.

What is the current structure of your company?

In 2014 I started trading Bitcoin, and started to see the value it
had in terms of creating pools of liquidity. That was the time
when Exante approached me.

Not yet, this is what we are working on right now. This week
it will be available on the UK-based DSX-Exchange, by the
end of the summer we’ll bring in two more top exchange
players, and by the end of the year we’ll have at least five. Since
we were very early into this cryptocurrency revolution, so to
say, we are minority stake-holders and big clients of several
famous exchanges. I cannot mention exact names, but we
have soft commitments where, once we reach a certain level
of liquidity and threshold, we’ll be listed on the most famous
crypto-exchanges.

And what were these issues?

So what are you doing with Exante at the
moment?

The issue was that governments decided to cure the financial
crisis with money printing. At the peak of the crisis, the global
central banks printed the equivalent of 200 billion in new
money per month, because they had to heal wounded banks
and financial institutions from the losses they suffered in the
crisis. In 2009 and 2010, the five top central banks - the Bank
of Japan, the Bank of England, the Bank of Europe (ECB) and
of course the Federal Reserve and the Bank of China, were all
printing these crazy amounts of money and I realised there
should be some asset class to hide from this excess supply
of traditional money, and cryptocurrencies were a natural
fit because they are limited in supply by nature. The supply

Exante is our main partner and early investor. They will
provide market-making capacity for us. Since Exante has
access to almost 80 thousand tradable instruments globally,
they have tech-resources and the capacity to make markets
in any sort of security. Plus, they have a brokerage licence.
For STASIS to succeed, it is crucial for the stablecoin to trade
on several exchanges, to be liquid and to not deviate from its
Euro-value of €1. Exante is a perfect partner to help us reach
this goal, because they will have their trading algorithms
balancing the price fluctuations if some investor or trader
sells a significant order of STASIS euro-token in the market, for
example.
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and the Bitcoin font they created has existed since 2012. In
fact, it was the first time Bitcoin was ever securitised, globally.
It happened even before Pantera Capital in the US created
their Bitcoin font in 2013. We showed the local government,
auditor and fund administrator how the whole thing works.
And we have continued since 2012 to contribute to their
knowledge and to help them climb the learning curve for
digital assets. We started working more closely with them,
and when the Prime Minister got re-elected and developed
a plan for his new term, digital assets became the big subject
on his agenda. We advised them on creating this legislative
business-friendly environment and legislative framework,
and we would really like to coin the term ‘Malta is a cryptoisland’, because we think we were the most influential
company in making this territory become a crypto-friendly
jurisdiction. But you have to understand the politicians have
an asymmetric risk reward when it comes to new technology,
especially when it’s something they don’t understand. For
entrepreneurs it’s the opposite - you can lose your time,
some capital, but, if you win, you capture all the margin, the
market share and all the markets right. For politicians, if you
win, your salary stays the same, and if you lose you could be
jailed or fired. Risk road is asymmetric for politicians versus
entrepreneurs, and we understand that very much because
we are hedge fund guys ourselves. This is why we understood
it would be a long journey, and we would need to educate
the government and make sure they were confident with the
legislation that we were advising.

We have around twenty people at the moment. Half of
them are developers working on smart contracts and their
application, as well as integration of exchanges. Five people
are from the finance and business development sectors. They
compile business models - they talk to the business side of
these exchanges and figure out the terms under which we
operate. And the rest is just PR and support, which helps us
speak at events globally and create some media attention. This
team also speaks to the government, because government
collaboration was a crucial part of our story.
Are you going to freely trade EURS-token?

At what point did you launch your company?
The whole idea was born in 2014. We started reaching
out to several governments in 2015 and then the Maltese
government approached us.

They approached you?

Yes, Astana is a free trade-zone, like Hong Kong for China.
They have a lot of resources, they brought in UK people like
Tony Blair and several UK judges to help them build a fintech
and free trade centre. When we started building a framework
for Astana, Malta came back and asked us to continue working
with them. Competition works, right ?

Do you think that cryptocurrency can be
an answer for developing economies like
Kazakhstan?
The crucial part is access to the financial and banking systems,
and a set of rules for the funds, for asset managers and for
institutional money managers. While Kazakhstan obviously
doesn’t have the latter part, they have access to the global
banking system, because they are a trade facilitator between

China and Europe. Malta obviously has all the parts, and so
had the capacity to move faster. We were very glad when
Malta re-started this process, and in January and February
we contributed our latest remarks about the upcoming
legislation, which went to the voting process and passed. Now
it’s an act of legislation.

Are you ready to share your experience with
somebody who wants to move to Malta?
Not at this stage, but we are thinking of hosting a global
regulatory meet-up later this year here in Malta to share our
experience, how we contributed to a number of jurisdictions
globally and how it worked out in Malta - by later this year,
there’ll be a number of projects with successful track records
I could share. Since the regulation of digital assets is one of
our areas of expertise, we wanted to host it here on Malta
and invite all the regulators we were in talks with, and
maybe some new ones, to come and see what a fast and
appropriate solution to regulate digital assets could do for an
economy and for the local community. For me it’s clear that
legislation benefits local governments in terms of intellectual
and financial capital that is coming to their country, and
also potential future tax revenues. Another thing that is very
important is regulatory arbitrage, which is something that
one country can exploit in favour of other countries. On a
global scale, it will be happening between countries like the
UK and Malta, because Malta has a more favourable cryptojurisdiction, or between Japan and Hong Kong, Malaysia and
Thailand etc. So there’ll be initial competition for a jurisdiction
that is pro-business friendly to digital-assets ecosystems. This
is exactly what we are trying to avoid, because regulatory
arbitrage is not a good thing for the consumer or for the
end-client, it’s good for the short-term speculator, but not for
governments. So that’s why we want the global regulators to
synchronize their positions on digital assets, to avoid these
pockets of regulatory arbitrage.

Why did you start STASIS, and what makes you
excited about this company?
I was an entrepreneur, I was doing my internet service
provider and then I decided to move into finance. I was
lucky to be heard by one of the wealthiest men in Russia, Mr
Usmanov, and when he hired me he asked me what I wanted
to do and I said I want to do something in IT and finance. At
that time, he struggled to offer me a sector where these would
intersect indefinitely. With cryptocurrencies, I think I found
the perfect balance and, going forward, I plan to capitalise
on the experience and knowledge I accumulated in the
traditional finance world, plus my thirst for IT and the skills
that I gained while working as a programmer with my own
business. Also there is an obvious research outcome - if you
increase supply of one particular asset in an indefinite time
frame, it has to be repriced versus another asset at some point.
Of course nobody can forecast or predict the exact tipping
point, but it will happen. It happened with Bitcoin last year
and there’ll be some corrective period for maybe half a year or
a year, but then it will happen again because global economic
problems are not going away.

Can you tell us about STASIS’ business plan?
We will manage the reserves. When people send us €1, let’s
say, they get one crypto Euro, and we accumulate those
reserves into so-called reserve-funds, then manage them as
a money-market-fund. The strategy is very conservative - to
make 1 percent a year. If you have a billion or two billion in
reserves, then one percent from that amount is a significant
revenue stream, almost pure profit for the company, because it
has very limited costs associated with it.. Once we statistically
understand how much redemption we have versus
subscriptions, we’ll distribute the reserves into three durations
- short-term, medium-term and long-term, and then we’ll
allocate them accordingly to fixed-income securities.

And who is going to be in charge of the
distribution of the reserves?
Initially our team, but once we reach a certain scale we’ll hire
a reputable insurance company, a European one, who will
ensure our reserves and manage a part of the assets for us.
We’ve already had talks with a very large company, and they
expressed an interest in coming onboard.

What’s the big vision? What would make you
proud within the next three years?
If this token goes mainstream. If not just crypto, asset-traders,
investors and funds specifically tied to this asset-class used
it, but the public themselves. So if some businesses globally
started sending money, or paying for their goods and services
with our token, it would be a tremendous success.

Why would investors buy this token if it’s never
going to grow?
Exactly. So for investors we have a separate token, it’s called
STASIS Community Token. I cannot give you exact terms
on how it will operate yet, because I have legal restrictions
on it, but the thing I can tell is we will airdrop a first range of
community tokens later this summer to existing EURS token
folders. So if you buy on exchange or through our wallet an
amount of EURS tokens and hold it, you’ll get community
tokens with some coefficient.
It’s a risk-free trade for every market participant, because they
can buy or convert money to EURS token and just wait, and
they know it will always be backed by Euro. At some point,
when the airdrop snapshot is taken, they can convert it back
to Bitcoin or Euro itself, and then just receive the airdrop.

Finally, how are you funded at the moment ?
We are self-funded. Again, we were very early to this Bitcoin
thing and we have enough capital to retire already, but we
think we have the capacity and expertise to do something
good for this world. A crypto-charity initiative is one of these
processes, and stablecoin is also a huge project that could be
a backbone of the whole digital assets ecosystem. So for us it’s
about building something tangible, something relevant and
very helpful to make the world a better place.

We would really
like to coin the term
‘Malta is a cryptoisland’, because we
think we were the
most influential
company in making
this territory become
a crypto-friendly
jurisdiction.

Yes, well, again, Exante has been present on Malta since 2011
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STABLECOINS: AN OVERVIEW
ALEX VERGÉ
Reporter

The crypto-industry is working to speed-up and facilitate its
own mass-adoption, but whilst it is increasingly accepted that
blockchain will play a significant part in the way the world
economy evolves, cryptocurrencies have been far more prone
to draw scepticism and critique. Jamie Dimon, chairman
and CEO of JP Morgan Chase, recently commented that his
company “is testing it [blockchain] and will use it for a whole
lot of things.” On the other hand, Dimon is a known critic
of cryptocurrencies, and on 5th August, he is reported by
Bloomberg to have labelled Bitcoin a “scam.”
Such a discrepancy is not new. In 2014, Vitalik Buterin,
co-founder and inventor of Ethereum, wrote that “given the
high level of interest in ‘blockchain technology’ coupled with
disinterest in ‘Bitcoin the currency’ that we see among so
many in the mainstream world, perhaps the time is ripe for
stable-currency or multi-currency systems to take over.”
There are a number of reasons why cryptocurrencies, not
just Bitcoin, have struggled to gain widespread approval.
High-level volatility is the one that comes up most often.
Price fluctuations of up to twenty-five percent on any given
day have hindered the ability of cryptocurrencies to achieve
everyday use and mass-adoption, and without price stability,
it is unlikely that they will, since people in general do not
want to be exposed to that sort of risk on a daily basis. So, it is
within a context of simultaneous growth for the crypto sector
over the past year, and recurrent and legitimate concerns over
the ability of cryptocurrencies to adequately perform the
functions required of a useful currency, that stablecoins have
emerged.
Stablecoins are a class of digital assets that seek to maintain
price stability by being pegged to the value of a stable asset,
like fiat currencies. Since 2014, over 70 stablecoins have
been designed, and three sub-categories can be discerned:
centralised IOU issuance, collateral backed, and seigniorage
shares. Each of those have shown flaws and limitations, and
it is difficult to see which one, if any, will succeed in the longrun.
Of all the stablecoins, Tether has been the most prominent
so far, though today it lacks credibility. Launched in late
2014, it sits in ninth place in terms of market capitalisation
for cryptocurrencies, with a cap of nearly $2.5bn. Each of its
tokens are pegged to $1, which Tether holds in reserve.
The main issue with this model is that it requires a centralised
authority to back its value. Such notions of centrality are
anathema to the purists of the crypto community, because
they entail the need for a trusted third party, which is
precisely what cryptocurrencies seek to avoid in the first
place. The lack of transparency and proof of financial
standing shown by Tether shows exactly why this is so.
Currently the company is under investigation, based on
whether or not the $2.3bn it has issued in tokens to date are
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January 2019 will mark a decade since Bitcoin was launched as an opensource software, thereby bringing into existence blockchain technology
and the first cryptocurrency. Although the past few years have seen
these ‘next-generation’ technologies somewhat work their way into the
mainstream, an article written in July of this year assessed that there were
approximately 20 million Bitcoin users globally. Based on this, it seems
safe to assume that mass-adoption of cryptocurrencies is still some years
away.
in fact fully backed-up. Moreover, a recent research paper
has established that purchases using Tether were behind the
“Bitcoin boom” last year, thereby supporting “the view that
price manipulation may be behind substantial distortive
effects in cryptocurrencies.” TrueUSD, another USD-backed
and fully-fiat collateralised stablecoin, has been much better
than Tether in terms of its transparency, with third-party
attestations regularly carried out and published. Its market
cap is however comparatively minimal, currently standing
at just over $61m, but could rise considerably once the
investigations around Tether unravel.
Collateral backed stablecoins have the benefit of being
decentralised, and so do not require the trust of a third party.
In this model, the stablecoin is backed by a collateral which
is itself a decentralised crypto-asset. Stability is achieved by
locking up collateral in excess of the amount of stablecoins
created.
For example, Maker, a decentralised autonomous
organisation, has created a stablecoin backed by Ethereum,
which sits as collateral in an Ethereum smart contract.
Although this approach means there is no requirement for a
trusted third party, the evident problem is that the collateral is
itself a volatile digital asset, hence the need for the stablecoin
to be over-collateralised. The risk is that a black swan event
can cause the value of the collateral to drop rapidly, and
consequently that of the stablecoin. Maker’s approach to
mitigate this risk is to put a limit on the collateral in the
early stages, until the platform is “robust enough to support
inflationary dilutions.”
Seignorage shares are the final and most experimental
approach to stablecoins. Following an initial allocation
of stablecoins, pegged to the value of a fiat currency for
instance, the supply of the currency contracts and expands
algorithmically according to demand. These stablecoins are
backed solely on the expectation they will retain a certain
value. The fundamental issue with this model is that it relies
on the assumption of the perpetual growth of the stablecoin
system, which has caused economists to argue it cannot
work. Examples of non-collateralised stablecoins include
Basis and Carbon.
The key for the crypto-industry and stablecoins is that they
keep learning from past experience and projects, whilst also
asking the right questions of themsleves and the market.
They seems to be doing so, and there are newcomers which
look like they will keep stablecoins moving forwards. STASIS,
a financial tokenisation platform, recently launched EURS, a
stablecoin backed by the Euro, and will operate using weekly
verifications and daily statements by the liquidity providers,
thus providing continuous transparency of reserved assets.
Its order volume is projected to reach $500m by the end
of the year. Also good news is the projected launch of new
stablecoin pegged to the USD by Circle, a fintech company

backed by Goldman Sachs. It has acknowledge the many
deficiencies of existing fiat-backed stablecoins like Tether,
and promises to offer operational and financial transparency,
as well as to operate within a regulated legal framework.
Bitmain, a major Chinese crypto mining company, is
investing $110m in the project.
Ultimately, the motivation behind stablecoins lies in the hope
that they will be the class of digital assets which can lead to
the mass-adoption of cryptocurrencies. Considering this,
price volatility and adhering to regulation are not the only
challenges which stablecoins need to address. Their ability to
achieve scalability will also very much depend on how they
go about developing user experience, which they can work
by developing user-friendly platforms, but there may be some
issues which technological innovation itself will not be able
to resolve.
Ferdinando M. Ametrano, Professor of Bitcoin & Blockchain
Technology at Politecnico di Milano, wrote in 2016 that
“regular people are not ready to accept the new ‘data is
money’ paradigm: these days it is still hazardous to commit
a significant amount of money to the perceivable feebleness
of the secure storage associated to a sequence of letters and
numbers.” So, although stablecoins are currently resolving the
price stability issue, there is another major hindrance to the
mass-adoption of crypto currencies. More recently, Charlie
Clarence-Smith - crypto-assets regulation expert of Pinsent
Masons, the law firm that created Out-Law.com - commented
that the challenge lies not only in technology but “also in
changing habits and culture and in building trust in the
innovative new solutions.” Indeed, much of the success of
crypto-companies will depend on whether or not they are
able to demonstrate their worth, usability, and also capacity
to withstand crises.

Total RegTech funding has already surpassed $2.5bn this year
RegTech companies have raised
almost 2.5-times as much capital
this year than they did in 2017
More than $6.1bn has been raised
by RegTech companies across 529
deals since 2014. The RegTech sector
expanded steadily between 2014
and 2017, with funding increasing
at a CAGR of 12.4% and annual deal
activity staying above 100 transactions
during the period.
2018 has been a standout year for
RegTech investment, with funding
reaching record levels. More than
$2.5bn has been raised in the first
six months of the year already, which
is equal to 87.2% of the total capital
raised by RegTech companies in 2015,
2016 and 2017 combined.
The RegTech landscape is maturing,
as participants adjust to the
implementation of new regulations,
such as GDPR and MiFID II. The spike
in funding this year was driven by an
increase in later-stage transactions.
Sift Science, a San Francisco-based
anti-fraud solution provider, raised
a $53m Series D round in one of the
largest RegTech deals of the year.
This investment was led by Stripes
Group and the funds will be used
to distribute the company’s fraud
prevention platform globally.

European RegTechs have
received 9.2% of the sector’s
total funding since 2014, despite
closing a quarter of all deals
RegTech companies have raised
more than $6bn globally since 2014,
with the average deal size in the

industry sitting at just over $11.6m.
North American companies have
have recieved the majority of global
RegTech funding since 2014, claiming
two thirds of both total investment
and total deal activity.
Signifyd, a San Francisco-based fraud
detection solution provider, has
been one of the most active RegTech
companies, raising $185m across five
deals since 2014. The company raised
$100m in Series D funding at a $400m
valuation, led by PremjiInvest in Q2
2018. This investment was one of the
largest RegTech deals last quarter
and came on the back of company
revenue reaching $75m in 2017, from
a customer base of 10,000.
European-based companies have
been involved in over a quarter of all
RegTech deals globally since 2014,
but have claimed just $565m (9.2%)
of the total capital invested in the
sector, with the average deal size in
the region at $4.1m. The RegTech
landscape in Europe has had a
relatively high proportion of early
stage transactions with almost 40% of
deals at grant, angel and seed stage,
compared to just 24% of deals in
North America.
Almost a quarter of total RegTech
investment has flowed to Asia since
2014, despite RegTech companies
in the region having been involved
in only 6% of transactions globally.
However, if Beijing-based facial
recognition solution provider
SenseTime, which raised $1.2bn in Q2
2018 is excluded, the region’s share of
total RegTech investment drops from
22.9% to just 3.8%.

The data for this article is sourced from the RegTech Analyst platform. More
in-depth research, data and analytics on investments and companies across all
RegTech subsectors and regions around the world are available to subscribers of
RegTech Analyst at www.RegTechAnalyst.com ©2018 RegTech Analyst

Back in November 2014, Buterin wrote an article entitled
‘The Search for a Stable Cryptocurrency’, and he concluded
with this: “The true cryptoeconomy of the future may have
not even begun to take shape.” Stablecoins in their different
shapes and forms have presented possible routes, and the
crypto landscape has certainly evolved since Buterin wrote
his article, but the future of the cryptoeconomy is still very
much not mapped out.
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IDEX is a leading developer of advanced
off-chip fingerprint sensors and
complete system solutions to a range of
biometrically-enabled applications, with
a focus on smart cards.
Payment cards have been in use since
the 1950s. For decades we relied on
signatures as a form of security, until
2006, when chip and PIN cards were
introduced to the UK. Yet PINs are
notoriously vulnerable, with many
people using obvious numbers or even
writing them down. This is why phones
have been using fingerprint technology
since 2004. But getting a fingerprint
sensor on a card has – until now – been
a challenge. Cards are thin, lightweight
and have no power source. This is where
IDEX and its innovative fingerprint
recognition system comes in. The
technology is now ready to be attached
to the every-day payment card we all use
across the globe.
Security is a huge factor that faces the
banking industry. It is vital for IDEX to
put emphasis on protecting both the
financial and personal information of its
users.
Financial inclusion and being able to
manage our money is a fundamental
aspect of life. With an estimated 47
million people in the world currently
living with dementia, the use of assistive
technologies is crucial to maintain
financial independence.
At present, some people use ‘chip and
signature’ cards, meaning that the
person with dementia only has to
provide a signature and does not have
to remember any numbers. But what if
someone didn’t even need to remember
their signature? A fingerprint sensor on
the card can take the place of a PIN or
signature. Recent breakthroughs have
paved the way for a new process that
will allow card users to simply receive
a sleeve through the mail, and upload
their fingerprint to the card from the
comfort of their home.
IDEX anticipates that each banking
customer may deploy as many as
100,000 biometric cards to their account
holders by the end of 2018, and that
biometric bank card adoption will go
into many millions from 2019.
Thanks to IDEX’s biometric smart
card innovation, people making card
payments will no longer have to
compromise security for convenience.
By linking individuals directly to the
card by using their fingerprint, users can
be safe in the knowledge that they are
the only person that can use the card.

At Makers, we are creating a new
generation of tech talent, who is skilled
and ready for the changing world of
work. There is an alarming digital skills
gap in the UK, and computer science
graduates are unequipped to make an
immediate impact on this - institutions
like Makers are a much more efficient,
practical and inclusive route into the
technology industry.
We need more companies who walk
the talk when it comes to recruiting
inclusively in tech. Diversity is important,
but it’s not the right conversation: the
real conversation is about inclusivity.
Diversity is the outcome of what
you get when you have a very
inclusive environment - unless C-suite
management is bought into this idea,
nothing much changes.
We have a strong focus on both
attracting under-represented talent and
also educating companies on how to
tackle the diversity issue in practice. We
work both with grassroots organisations
and also C-suite management to create
systemic change. We design and deliver
specific practices on breaking down
barriers for underrepresented talent to
thrive.
We’ve turned over 1500 people into
software developers, introducing them
to over 300 of London’s top technology
companies looking to hire. From our
first year we offered a discount to female
applicants to make the course more
accessible and to send a signal that
women, being underrepresented in
tech for no good reason, are particularly
welcome to apply. We celebrated when
we achieved a 51% female cohort
(without ever introducing quotas or
changing entry criteria) and have a
long-standing 35% female ratio. We have
targeted scholarships and loans to help
underrepresented minorities to become
software developers, and have recently
launched apprenticeships as a way to
broaden accessibility.

Security continues to be an industrywide challenge. The pace of innovation
is outstripping today’s security
infrastructure, creating an immediate
need to secure digital information
exchanges on any device, usually using
a software secure element. MagicCube
addresses this challenge by delivering
hardware-grade protection in software
form, bypassing the complexity and
constraints of legacy hardware solutions.
MagicCube is the world’s only software
TEE security platform for mobile and
IoT devices, protecting against ondevice, cloud, and network attacks. Our
solution secures digital transactions
on any device, in transit and in the
cloud with the same level of security
as device hardware solutions, without
the complexity and cost associated
with hardware deployments. It offers
the scalability and manageability of
software with the security of hardware.
MagicCube’s product suite includes
MC-Token Shield and MC-Screen
Shield, capable of replacing the need for
hardware security to build, deploy and
remotely provision and manage point of
sale systems and other IoT devices. The
PIN-on-Glass solution reduces cost and
complexity of point of sale ownership,
raises card acceptance rates and lowers
acceptance risk, which vastly increases
scalability of POS deployment.
Most legacy solutions stitch together
cumbersome hardware and are thus
hard to scale up and difficult to manage
aftermarket. Many do not even have
a software solution, increasing their
vulnerability to attacks and rendering
them largely unsuitable in a digital
landscape. Our aim is to enable
frictionless commerce, drive confidence
in digital channels and reduce the
ecosystem’s dependency on costly,
lengthy and impractical hardware-based
solutions to secure devices.
Fundamentally, MagicCube benefits
the consumer, allowing them to make
payments with confidence.
MagicCube also benefits retailers,
by providing the market with the
next generation of POS solutions
that don’t require a separate device
to enter your financial PIN. With
PIN-on-Glass, merchants now have
a fully downloadable, upgradeable,
subscription-based solution that can
turn any mobile phone or tablet device
into a POS. When consumers feel
confident about their preferred method
of payment, this has the potential to
increase point of sale traffic, build retail
confidence and drive an increase in GDP.

Goldex is the most sophisticated trading
app to invest in physical gold, one that
is fair, smart and convenient. For the first
time, retail customers have the chance
to get the best prices and make instant
savings by using Goldex algorithmic
technology from their mobile phones.
Whilst protecting their wealth with gold,
they can also get easy access to it with
the Goldex MasterCard.
Raising finance to scale and grow a
business is a challenge that most startups
face - but I think it might be more
pronounced for female entrepreneurs,
as we still face a lot of unconscious
bias from investors. We are also not the
first company to launch a platform to
disrupt the gold industry - so we must
differentiate ourselves well from the
other fintechs out there, and successfully
showcase what makes us truly different.
We are promoting financial inclusion in
the sense that more people have access
to the opportunity to invest in gold - and
in a more transparent and cost effective
way. There is still the perception that
only millionaires can afford to own gold,
but we believe that everybody should
use it as a way to protect their wealth,
however small.
We founded Goldex with an ambitious
vision: to help people preserve their
wealth by building a gold provider
that is ethical, always creates value and
is accessible to all, not just a few. We
soon realised that in order to create
major social impact, we had to be a gold
provider like no other and go as far as to
develop an entirely new business model.
Although we are still a young company,
we have a long list of features and
products in the pipeline supporting our
core purpose: to always put our clients’
interests first.

4-5 September
Internet of Insurance Conference,
London
Come along to the 3rd Annual Internet of Insurance Conference in London to find out more
about how emerging technologies are enabling
insurers and reinsurers to streamline process,
achieve new insights from risk-profiling and
offer new ‘cross-industry’ services premised on
preventing incidents. Through a combination of
end-user case studies and expert insight, Internet
of Insurance will equip delegates with the skillset
to capture future market share by leveraging IoT,
AI and data to minimise risk, prevent claims and
improve customer experience.
ioi-uk.internetofbusiness.com

5-7 September
Crypto Finance Conference, California

The largest 'must see' insurtech event worldwide.
2 days. Over 50 insurtechs on stage. 9 Thought
leader keynotes. 1200 Attendees representing 50
countries from all 6 continents. C-level and C-1
decision makers of all major insurance carriers.
digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-munich-2018

1-2 November
Blockchain Summit, Malta
Boasting over 2000 delegates, 100 speakers and
150 sponsors and exhibitors, it promises to be an
innovative and momentous opportunity for global influencers to network, forge new connections
and debate the potential applications of Blockchain across a myriad of industries such as health,
entertainment, government, and banking.
maltablockchainsummit.com

CFC is connecting private investors, institutional
investors and family offices with the leading
players in the crypto and blockchain universe.
The three-day conference offers expert education,
investment opportunities, and excellent networking opportunities. The list of participants of
each conference is strictly limited and curated by
the board to enable the participating experts to
build a unique network. The agenda is structured
into blocks of education, investment opportunities and networking in an exclusive and private
setting. Crypto Finance Conference to be held on
September 5-7, 2018 at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
Half Moon Bay, CA, USA.

This market-leading event showcases domestic
and international companies from across the
entire payments, fintech and financial services
industry, from financial giants to the rising stars
of fintech. With over 400 of the most influential
speakers from across the global payments and
financial services ecosystem, you'll hear the most
valuable insights on what's next for FinTech in
China.

crypto-finance-conference.com

money2020-china.com

12-13 September
Blockchain World Summit, London

19-20 November
LendIt Fintech Europe, London

Blockchain World Summit is a Leading Expo for
Blockchain Enthusiasts. It is first & largest blockchain event in the B2B and B2C space. 3000+
attendees, 30+ speakers, 30+ exhibitors,
10 countries.

The financial services industry is going through
a major change, where updating knowledge is a
"must". LendIt Fintech is the best industry event if
someone wants to understand the key drivers on
the market, impacting not only the new players in
marketplace lending, peer to peer platforms, but
the entire financial services industry. LendIt Fintech attracts thousand of fintech decision makers
from Europe’s most influential companies.

blockchainworldsummit.co

20 September
The 2nd UK Robo Advice and Digital
Wealth Summit, London
Attendance at the second edition of The UK Robo
Advice and Digital Wealth Summit will be invaluable for both incumbents and start-ups that want
to know how to adjust their business models to
take full advantage of the significant opportunities presented by robo-advice and digital wealth
management. Key discussion areas include:
Robo-advice: progress so far and opportunities
ahead; Meeting the developing expectations of
regulators; Increasing the granularity and quality
of advice; Robo-advice from two different angles:
established financial institutions and fintech
start-ups.

14-16 November
Money20/20 China 2018, Hangzhou

lendit.com/europe/2018

5-6 December
Fintech Connect, London
Fintech Connect is the UK’s biggest fintech trade
show. Taking place 5 – 6 December at ExCeL
London, FinTech Connect is on its way to delivering over 5000 attendees with 175+ exhibitors
and 250+ speakers. What’s more there will be 6
dedicated conferences:
• Accelerating Digital Transformation
• Reimagining IT Infrastructure
• InsurTech Evolution

cityandfinancialconferences.com

• Powering Merchant PayTech

24-26 September
Finovate Fall, NYC

• Fast Growth Founders Forum

Join 1500+ senior financial and banking executives, venture capitalists, press, industry analysts,
bloggers, regulators and entrepreneurs from all
over the world. 70+ innovative fintech companies will have just 7 minutes to demo their latest
solutions live. No slides or video are allowed!
Our competitive application process means only
truly innovative companies will be on stage. In
addition to seeing the latest innovative technologies live on stage, you will hear about the
latest regional trends and macro issues affecting
financial technology.
finance.knect365.com/finovatefall

22 I September 2018

17-18 October
DIA, Munich

• RegTech & Security Insights
finance.knect365.com/finovatefall

To see the full list of upcoming
events in London and around the
world, visit thefintechtimes.com/
fintech-events/

Five Book’s To Get Ahead:
Problem Solving
By Jake Courage, co-founder of the edtech company
42courses.com and avid reader, author & car fanatic
As I write this, normal service seems to have returned as far as the UK weather is
concerned. Here’s hoping it has reverted back to the glorious sunshine by the time you
read these words.
This month, we take a look at the art of problem solving.
Let’s face it, we all have them. And yet we are never taught at school or even university how
to solve them effectively. Bizarre.
As a result, problem solving is a skill that is in high demand. Whether it’s in your current
job or at home, your life is guaranteed to become a lot easier if you can get better at it.
The good news is it isn’t a talent limited to the lucky few. It’s actually a skill and habit you
can learn and and here are five books to set you off on your journey:

Problem Solving 101
by Ken Watanabe
Originally written to help Japanese school children learn how to be better problem
solvers, this book ended up as Japan’s best selling business book of 2007.
Watanabe uses three fun and simple-to-follow case studies to illustrate the practical
tools and methods you can start using straight away. As its name implies, Problem
Solving 101 is a short, easy read that offers a good introduction to the craft.

Seeking Wisdom: From Darwin to Munger
by Peter Bevelin
Peter Bevelin has done us a great favour by gathering together the practical
wisdom of some of the world’s greatest minds and putting it all in one book.
It covers everything from the way our minds evolved to the psychology of
misjudgement and how we can become better thinkers.
As well as trawling the history books for timeless insights from distinguished
thinkers like Confucius, Richard Feynman and Michel de Montaigne, Bevelin has
also consulted the minds of top level thinkers like the billionaire investor Warren
Buffett and his partner Charlie Munger.
It’s the type of book that you should probably return to every once in a while to
keep your problem solving skills razor sharp.

The Art of Thinking Clearly
by Rolf Dobelli
One of the greatest challenges we face when solving problems is our own mind.
We are prone to many cognitive biases; more than 180 of them to be precise.
These ‘impediments’ of thought lead us to think irrationally or illogically, which
makes us less effective.
Dobelli’s book references a number of fascinating real world examples of how
the most common biases we suffer from impact our thinking. Just being aware
of them will make you a better problem solver by helping you to recognise and
avoid your own blind spots.

One Step Ahead: Notes from the Problem Solving Unit
by Stevyn Colgan
Stevyn Colgan spent thirty years in the Metropolitan Police. Twelve of those were
spent as part of Scotland Yard’s award-winning Problem Solving Unit, a specialist
team with an extraordinary brief: to solve problems of crime and disorder that
were unresponsive to traditional policing methods. His book shares some
amazing true stories of problem solving in action and is a joy to read. It’s one of
the most interesting books I’ve read in recent memory and will equip you with
endless fodder for dinner party conversations.

Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes
by Maria Konnikova
Konnikova has written a brilliant and very thorough book that examines the
mind and ways of thinking of Sir Arthur Conan-Doyle’s most famous character. It’s
a little dense at times but it’s worth persevering with for all the brilliant nuggets
contained within.
Holmes is a master problem solver and Konnikova highlights the key
characteristics that make him so effective.
Can’t wait for the books to arrive? Then try an online master class taught by a former Scotland Yard
detective. Head to www.42courses.com and click on the ‘Think Like Sherlock’ tile.
The Fintech Times readers get 25% off with the code ‘FintechTimes25’
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YOU WOULDN’T BE

HERE
IF YOU WEREN’T

LOOKING FOR
BETTER TECHNOLOGY

ANSWERS.

Maintaining multiple legacy systems only works for so long before the drain on profits and
efficiency pulls your technology too far behind. Let us handle the investment in keeping tech
on the cutting edge so you can focus on building business. Discover the power of integrating
SM
people, process and technology with the SEI Wealth Platform.

Learn more.
www.seic.com/seiwealthplatformuk
020 3810 8000
This information is issued by SEI Investments (Europe) Limited,
1st Floor, Alphabeta, 14-18 Finsbury Square, London EC2A 1BR
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FRN 191713).
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